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Betrayed! 3 to 1 
By: Ken Constant, Staff Writer 
In a late breaking action which held up 
the printing of this edition of the Community 
Pride Reporter, the United States Senate and 
House of Representatives have both voted in 
favor of an amendment to the Defense Autho-
rization Act (DAA) which will continue dis-
crimination against gays, lesbians and bisexu-
als in the armed fon:es. The Senate vote was 
~33 and the House voted 301-134. 
An amendment totheDAA, also known 
as the military budget, adds a new policy 
concerning homosexuals in the military. The 
new policy is not the so called "Don't Ask, 
Don'tTell" compromiseworkedoutlastmonth 
withPresidentClinton. Itis, instead, an almost 
identical version of the current military regula-
tion. 
The new policy, which will become a 
federal law as opposed to a military regulatory 
policy,states"IbearmedfOICeSmustmaintain 
personnel policies that exclude persons whose 
presence in the armed forces would create an 
unacceptable risk to the armed forces high 
standards of morale, good order and discipline, 
and unit cohesion that are the essence of mili-
tary capability." 
Maine Senator George Mitchell voted in 
favor of the amendment. When asked why he 
voted in favor of discrimination, the Senator's 
office issued a statement saying he favors an 
end to the ban on gay Americans. "I believe 
service personnel should be treated on the basis 
of conduct, not status," said Senator Mitchell. 
He went on to say that his position is in 
the minority in Congress and that is unfortu-
nate. Mitchell said; "The choice we face, is 
between doing nothing or making the modest 
changes in policy which are achievable, with 
the full knowledge that they do not go as far as 
Ibelievethey should. Ichosethelatte.rcourse." 
Senator Mitchell then set aside his earlier stated 
convictions and voted in favor of discrimina-
tion against gays, lesbians and bisexuals in the 
military. 
According to Mitchell's statement, the 
only realistic outcomes of the debate in the 
Congress were statutory codification of the 
current ban orthemodestcompromisethat was 
approved. (Ibey won't ask sexual orientation 
when recruiting, but if you are later found out 
to be homosexual you 're out). "In these cir-
cumstances, I supported thecompromise," said 
Mitchell. 
Heconcludedhisstatementby saying, "I 
believe the !ICtion taken is a step in the right 
direction, albeit a small one. I also believe that 
overtime, education, common sense and com-
mon decency will change prevailing habits of 
thought and practice." 
Voting in favor of the anti-gay amend-
ment, Senator Bill Cohen said, "The Senate, 
with my support, has adopted legislative lan-
guage on homosexuals in the military that is 
consistent in some ~pects with President 
Ointon's proposal on this subject." He went 
· on to say, 'The provisions also clarify the 
grounds for discharging homosexuals from the 
military. That language, agreed to by the 
Senate Armed Services Committee, states in 
its findings that: there is no constitutional right 
to serve in the armed forces; military life is 
fundamentally different from civilian life; and 
the armed forces must maintain personnel poli-
cies that exclude persons whose presence in the 
forces would create an unacceptable risk to the 
high standards of morale, good order and dis-
cipline, and unit cohesion." 
Summarizing, Senator Cohen said, 'We 
asasocietymuststrivetoeliminatediscrimina-
tion and bigotry whenever possible. Given the 
role of the military, which includes placing the 
Ii ves of our sons and daughters in.harm's way, 
we must also insist that we not take hasty action 
that will create unreasonable burdens or dan-
gers to those who serve in the military." 
Representative Olympia Snowe also 
voted in favor of the discriminatory amend-
ment but her office did not provide a statement 
after repeated requests. 
Continued on page 15-Betrayed 
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Settlement 
Reach·ed 
By: Winnie Weir 
According to a story in the October 1st 
edition of the Portland Press Herald, an out-
of-court settlement has been reached be-
tween Linda Noble of Topsham, Maine and 
Bath Iron.Works. 
The law suit was the first to test the 
city of Portland's new anti-discrimination 
law concerning sexual orientation. Noble 
filed the suit after being fired from her job 
with BIW in June 1992. 
In the settlement, BIW does not admit 
guilt. Theyhavereportedlyagreedtopay 10 
per cent of Noble's legal expenses and all 
her medical expenses relating to the stress 
she allegedly suffered through the harass-
ment at work. The Press Herald reported that 
the settlement amounted to $75,000. 
A second lawsuit concerning sexual 
orientation is still pending in Portland. A 
lesbian is suing Bagel W erks of Portland 
over alleged harassment and loss of employ-
ment. .. 
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F U t gay and non-gay communities came together a:rewe O to work for our civil rights in a moving expres-
sion ofwlity. 
Mam• e Some incredible bridges were crossed that brou,ght flocks of people on board in an 
~ way. 1bree weeks of candlelight vigils 
by: Paula Aboud in front iof the Governor's house happened 
As the outgoing President of the Maine without missing a night We were only two 
Lesbian Gay Political Alliance and as an out- votes away from overturning the Governor's 
going member of the Maine community, I'd veto! Tntly our time has come. Truly the 
like to thank the Lesbian/Gay community for networkilt1g and bridge-crossing must continue 
their participation in the successes of MLGPA if lesbians and gay men are to be free and equal 
this year and to share some of my observations What lies ahead for us? The religious 
and experiences from that unique perspective. war that Pat Buchanan and Pat Robertson 
Being President o(MLGPA was one of declared and are waging i,§ focused largely on 
the hardest jobs I've ever done. It was also one America's lesbian and gay communities. Local 
of the most rewarding, I have great apprecia- and statewide anti-gay referendums are being 
tion for the leaders and workers of MLGPA initiated by them and their members across this 
who helped build a voice to and for the lesbian country. Maine faces one in Lewiston this 
and gay community in the last nine years. Novembc:r 2nd, and may well face a statewide 
Inordertobeaneffectiverepresentative one in 1994. 
of a community, which I was being, at times, I Historically, the lesbian and gay popu-
thought that it was my responsibility to speak lations of the world, and oppressed peoples of ~ 
in a way which reflected the wide-ranging the world, have never with.stood the deadly 
opinions of the community and to do so in a onslaughtofthemaniacaloppressors by stand-
wayin whichmainstreamMainemightbestbe ing ALONE. In the Middle ages in Europe, 
able to hear. I learned that by. moderating my nine million women were killed; noonestopped 
more radical attitude and behavior, I did con- the killers. 1he Spanish Inquisition lasted 350 
tribute to developing a less hostile and safer years, killing millions. 
atmosphere in which to be heard. Millions of JewsJesbians and gay men 
To be "heard" or ''listened to" was a and others were killed in Germany in this 
movingexperienceinmylife. Partofthatwas century. How many ot.hecs have died in the 
becoming president of a reputable and es~ millions with Iio one to stop the killings? It is 
' lished organi2.ation which gave "credibility· naive to think that the Radical Right doesn't , 
and an audience" to my words.'. It •o c.µried . want to ~llflict such harm up9n.us today. It is 
with it a responsibility to adequately reflect, also naiv,e to think that lesbians and gays in this 
through the media, the feelings and relations to country can withstand the persecution of the 
events or situations that affected our commu- Right wilthout outside support. 
nity. 1bis was the hard work since there was · Buiilding bridges, uniting and standing 
rarely one opinion that could represent the with our allies, all of our allies, including our 
sentiments of a whole community, especially own community, is the way, I believe, to ensure 
one so diverse as ours. ~ our freedom and safety. Co_operation is the 
1he rewarding worlcwastraveling across key. Tot~ next president of MLGPA will con-
the state from one pocket of our community to tinue, I bc:lieve, to work~ bring the lesbian and 
another trying to bridge gaps, educate about gay community. together, and will also 
civil rights and the legislative process, listen to strengthen the alliances with our innumerable 
folks, and empower others to become active in progressiive non-gay allies. 
their own ways. Great result came about!, A Ou.rcommunity needs to come together 
Bangor legislative committee and a Dexter in a spiJit of cooperation. We have• many 
I 
community were mobilized for the first time. friends waiting for our call for help and sop-
Rita re-activated a great Portland legislative port, and. Ml.GPA has the continued opportu-
committee. Lewistoncamealiveandnowhas nity to be a bridge for the gay and non-gay 
serious activists on MLGPA' s Board, and the commUEiities. I trust that this will happen, and 
that t.Qgether we will defeat this anti-gay 
... continued on page 7 
Gays and Lesbians Parentin~ ... 
Saturday, Oct. 23, 1 to 3 p.rn. 
Place - Portland Area TBA 
Call CPR 879-1342 for site. 
L 
If you are parenting or thinking about having children 
and are interested in meeting otheJrs, please come. 
If you can't make this meeting and want ot be notified 
of other gatherings please call CPR 879-1342. 
--------------~-~-------~--- ------- ------===;;;;::_-==----
With this issue of Comnumity Pride Re-
porter, we are putting a new policy in effect. 
We will be distributing this publication free 
from now on. What led to this change in policy 
was basically a change in my mind set, aided in 
no small measure, by input from readers, ad-
vertisers, those businesses currently selling 
CPR, and those businesses who would not, or 
could not sell CPR because of space and 
convenience constraints. 
Underlying the above, is the overriding 
consideration that if this paper is going to be of 
senrice to lesbian, transgendered, gay, and 
bisexual people, it needs to be distributed 
widely and read by many. Whilethe$1 cost is 
not, in itself, a deterrent (complimentary cop-
ies were always available for anyone not able 
to pay), old habits die hard. 
Current and previous publications serv-
ing our community have been available in 
various locations throughout the state for the 
taking. Community Pride Reporter will now 
be available on that basis as well. 
Subscription rates will need to remain 
$20 per year due to the first class mailing, 
envelope and label costs, etc. It will be neces-
sary to generate additiooal funds to underwrite 





Please don't let the letters of discontent or 
upheaval get you down. The main thing is that 
you are reaching all of the alternative life-
styles, and they are going to send feedback. At 
least there is dialogue! My one concern is that 
our "community", no matter what life-style, is 
not united, and prejudice has a way of surfacing 
that can be a catalyst in sowing the seeds of 
mistrust, malevolence, and anger. We have got 
to come together and throw aside the ridiculous 
name-calling ... and become more accepting of 
the unique differences. What is happening? 
What is going on? Enough! 
Those of us who tried to live our lives in a 
tightrope of "straight" mores and society's 
dictatorial forms of repression know all to well 
that the "straight world" loves to hear and see 
this upheaval taking place in our communities. 
I would love to get the first publication from 
you. Could you please forward that ASAP? 
Warmly, Dee Corcoran, So. Berwick 
process of planning some creative and fun 
ways to do that, and will keep you informed. 
As always, ideas and suggestions from you are 
welcomed. 
In order to improve our reporting and 
communication throughout the community, 
CPR needs a fax/modem for our Mac LCIII. I 
am also looking to join AP/Newsfinder, a 
serviceofAssociatedPress for less-than-weddy 
publications. There is one staff person who 
works primarily on stories of particular con-
ceni. to our community around the world, na-
tion, and state. There is a hook-up fee of $250 
plus a$3 7.50 monthly charge which allows the 
user to down-load between 40 and 50 stories in 
a half hour. I cannot justify this expense from 
my limited funds right now, but who knows 
what the future holds? 
I want to thank the people who helped 
get this issue of Community Pride Reporter 
out. Ken Constant, with his nose for news, and 
his tenacity in tracking down our lead story this 
month; Rose Mary Denman for reading and 
proofing just about every word, often at odd 
hours, and for agreeing to provide needed 
transportation to the printer; Vivian Holmes, 
who ran errands, prepared the mailing, offered 
moral support, and reminded me to eat; all the 
Dear Editor: 
I am a NEW WOMEN (post-op TS) and a 
lesbian. Your publication is a welcome and 
important addition to the lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
and transgendered people of Maine and the 
seacoast of Portsmouth NH area. 
I feel that by reporting on all the issues 
important to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgendered people, it will increase the aware-
ness that we are all striving for the same goals 
of society acceptance, and no discrimination. 
We cannot achieve these goals if we discrimi-
nate, and do not accept each other. 
As a former Transsexual, I can tell you that 
I did not ask to be born with Gender Dysphoria 
I was, and I fought it for 45 years before finally 
acccepting it and doing something about it 
instead of living a lie. I have done my psycho-
therapy, hormonal therapy, and life test. 
Fourteen months ago I took the final step of sex 
reassignment surgery. I am now, finally, com-
plete. (As discussed in the book Brain Sex. by 
Anne Moir, Ph.D., and David Jessel). 
I am finally at great peace with myself. 
Bur, society will not acccept what I did. I've 
had a court judge call me a pervert, State 
Human Services personnel humiliate me in 
front of my partner, and I am fighting for 
employment So, I welcome CPR to keep me 
informed of local events and issues. I AM 
GOING TO GET MORE INVOLVED. 
F.mily Goodwin, So.Berwick 
columnists whocontributeso generously each 
month; and you, the readers who make what 
the rest of us do worthwhile, and last, but byno 
means least, my friend Cindy Lupien, who 
helps keep me focused, and challenges me to 
meet and conquer my fears. 
Switching gears, now. Some sad notes 
for our community. Since last issue, two gay-
owned business in Portland have closed their 
doors; Peter's Sub Station and Piu.a Shop, 
owned by Peta Fairchild, Jr., and the OutPost, 
owned by Ken Constant I am sorry to see this 
happen, and frankly, as anew business owner, 
it scares me. 
ltscares people like Randy Dehay, owner 
of The Rage in Bangor. His statement in 
Community Dialogue on page 4, talks about 
the commitment those of us who take the risk 
of going into business for ourselves take. I 
can't stress enough how important it is for us to 
support each other, not only with the dollars, 
but with positive energy, and, as my great, 
great uncle used to say, "a kind word." 
'The saddest note of all is also a two-
edged sword, for as bisexuals, gays, transgen-
dered, and lesbian people, we are continually 
engaged in the struggle for equal protection. 




wants you ... 
By: Peaches Bass 
About five years ago, after 20 years of 
leadership in feminist health, abortion rights, 
and AIDS, lesbians began turning their eneigy 
in a new, more empowered direction. 
We spent the seventies and eighties ex-
plaining, as much to ourselves as anyone else, 
why reproductive rights, family planning, and 
gay men's health were lesbian issues. 
As our explanations became more so-
phistic:ated, and as health care issues have 
become more complex and thought-out, we 
began to identify areas that were unique to our 
lives as lesbians. 1bis awareness has been 
supplemented by the increasing numbec of 
professionals and grassroots activists whose 
work has shown that lesbians have specific 
health issues that require special attention, and 
has resulted in a strong lesbian health move-
ment in the U.S. and western Europe. 
but it is also calling each of us to find the joy in 
being who we are. It's calling us to find our 
strength, both individually and as a commu-
nity. It's calling us, "in all our diversity and 
complexity", as Bee Bell so eloquently stated 
recently, to sit at the same table and begin to 
build bridges. 
I have recently had the privilege of being 
part of a small committee worlcing on the 
structure for a state-wide organi7.ation, should 
onebecomenecessary, to fight Carolyn Cosby's 
referendum. We are diverse. We are hard-
working. We are making compromises. We 
arereachingconsensus. Wearestrong. Weare 
compassionate and passionate. We are build-
ing bridges! 
All of those statements above apply to 
all of us. I am moved beyond words by the 
dedication of the activists fighting for our 
rights. They need the help and support of more 
of us in order to win in Lewiston, in the states 
of Maine and New Hampshire, and ultimately 
in this country. If might makes right, then we 
are in great shape, because we are MIGIITy 
tired of having to justify our existence! 
In Solidarity, 
Lesbians have been surveyed repeatedly 
in the past ten years, and many issues have been 
identified. Lesbians want and need affordable 
health care services from providers who are 
comfortable with lesbian sexuality, knowl-
edgeable on lesbian family _models, and under-
standing of how sexism and homophobia af-
fect our mental and physical health. 
Wewanthealthcareproviders who know 
how to take a medical history without assum-
ing we're having sex with men. We want 
therapists who want to help us improve our 
emotional health without trying to cure us of 
our lesbianism. We want alternative health 
care providers who are truly lesbian-positive 
and not just exploiting our interest in non-
traditional therapies and practices. 
These goals require the training ofhealth 
care providers and the education of the lesbian 
public. We lesbians are our own best healers, 
advocates, and health care providers. Our 
empowerment, through knowledge and com-
munity, encourages health care providers to 
improve their services. But exactly what kind 
of information do we need to be healthy? 
Lesbian health is a .broad, open field. It 
covers issues of youth, adolescence, and com-
ing out in a hetaosexist world, and how 
homophobiaandanti-gay/antiwoman violence 
. affect young lesbians, putting them at risk for 
running away, dropping out of.school, suicide, 




to tight referendum 
nearing formation 
By: Rich Austin 
Representatives of the Lesbian/Gay/Bi-
sexual community from across the State met 
at The Rage in Bangor on Sunday, September 
12th, 
Paula Aboud and Ellie Goldberg of 
Ml.GPA facilitated the meeting at which a 
goalstatementfortheorganization was adopted. 
Three previously proposed plans for the struc-
ture of the Organization were further consid-
erecl. 
The primary product of the September 
12th meeting was the adoption of the 
Organization's Goal Statement and Support-
ing Statements, which were drawn together 
with input from the entire group, and accepted 
by a unanimous show of hands. The Goal 
Statement and Suppming Statements read as 
follows: 
'The Goal of the Organi7.ation is to 
guarantee that the legislation proposed by 
Concerned Maine Families never takes effect 
because we me.an to preserve our integrity as a 
people in all our complexity and to achieve full 
liberation for ourselves and all people. 
' 'Suppooing Statements: Inordertoreach 
the Goal, the organi7.ation will ( 1) strategically 
.oppose the petition, referendum, and proposed 
legislation at every legal, political, and grass 
roots opportunity; (2) educate ourselves and 
others, organize ourselves andothas, and wodc 
to maintain cohesion betwe:en ourselves and 
our supporters; and (3) work to assure the 
failure of the Lewiston referendum." 
The secondary product of the meeting 
was the near acceptance of a structural pro-
posal brought forward by ACT UP/Portland. 
Toward the end of the meeting, many in the 
group expressed the desire to see the best 
elements oftheothertwoplans integrated with 
the ACT UP/Portland Propow. 
At the direction of Paula Aboud, an eight 
person committee was formed to consider the 
three proposals and merge them into a final 
form. Thatpropowisto be presented fora vote 
at the next organizational meeting at The Rage 
in Bangor on October 2nd. 
This statewide equal protection organi-
zation, and its community and local chapters, 
will be setting itself in direct opposition to 
· Concerned Maine Families. 
The organization bas also declared its 
willingness to look toward the future to 
ensure that once this proposed legislation is 
defeated, no future attempt to restrict our 
civil rights in Maine is ever successful. .. 
~\toP BC/. I 
For our GRAND RE-OPENING EVENTS 
OCTOBER 7th. 9 -10 p.m. 
Join us for a Book Signing . . . Reception for Dell Richards, 
Author of Lesbian Lists and the newly released Superstars: 
Twelve Lesbians Who Changed the Wortd. Immediately following 
her reading with the Matlovich Society. 
OCTOBER 14th. 10 a.m. to 7 .m. 
FALL OPEN HOUSE 
Come see what's New and Different ...... Refreshments! 
OCTOBER 21st. 5 - 8 p.m. 
Meet John Preston and celebrate his Lambda Book Award! 
Copies of his new book Flesh and The Word II will be available 
for signing. 
10% of our day's receipts will be donated to the Matlovich Society. 
DRoP M[ A LINE. .. 
• • 615A Congreu Street, Portland 
773-5547 
Metro Cafe - best kept 
secret in Lewiston 
By: Winnie Weir 
In mid-September I had occasion to be 
in Lewiston, and took a friend out to dinner at 
theMetroCafe. It was around 8:00p.m., and 
I was surprised not to find the restaurant 
crowded with hungry patrons. My guest 
and I sat at a quiet corner table after greeting 
owner, Tim Pinkham. 
The dining room is decorated beauti-
fully, and is really elegant in a comfortable 
way. The tables were tastefully set with crisp 
tablecloths and napkins providing the perfect 
background for lovely table-settings. Our 
waitperson brought us menus and asked if we 
wanted drinks. ~ taking our order, he left 
us to peruse the menu 
Our first observation was the reasonable 
prices charged for everything, from appetizers 
to desserts. The highest priced appetizer was 
the shrimp cocktail at $5.95. We decided on 
Community 
Dialogue •••• 
Edita r's note: This space is made available to 
persons or organizations who wish to engage 
in public debate around specific issues. Sub-
missions should be kept to 250-300 words. 
Responses should be sent to CPR/or inclusion 
in next months' edition. This month, Randy 
Debay, owner of TIIE RAGE in Bangor, ac-
cepted my invitation to contribute. 
Back in late August, while talking with 
Winnie (CPR Editor), I had voiced a real 
concern that I, and many otha gay business 
owners have. Many gay, l~ian, and bisexual 
business owners have invested much hard 
e.am.ed money and hundreds and hundreds of 
hours to make a go of either a directly or 
indirectly gay oriented business. Our purpose 
is to serve our community, to make a fair living, 
and to make a mark on the community. 
Especially for the gay oriented business-
person, we find it frustrating to see, or know, 
that our gay community doesnotsupportus, or 
that they spend their discretionary income in 
other non-gay establishments! We wonder 
why? 
Why go and spend $20-$30 at another 
club, then come and tell us you only have$2 left 
to spend with us. Why not patronize a gay 
bookstore or clothing store instead when you 
are looking for a gift for a love!' or gay friend? 
Why travel hundreds of miles weekly or 
bi-weelcly to go to a different gay bar, or leave 
Maine several times aye.arto goto Boston, P-
town, and New Y ode, spending hundreds of 
dollars, then retum and spend only $10 locally 
the garlic bread with sauce for dipping at 
$1.95. It was fresh, hot, and had just the right 
zest in the sauce. 
'There are four selections under Sand-
wiches &Burgers, each one sounding uniquely 
inviting. Theyinclude theAmsterdamBurger-
$3.89, the Mykonos Burger-$4.25, the "P" 
Town-$3 .49, and the Ogunquit-$4.79 . 
Salad fare featured green salad with fresh 
lettuce and assorted veggies, $2.49, Metro 
Salad with fresh lettuce, veggies, topped with 
cheeses, meat and fruit, $5.25, and Cllicken 
salad on a bed of fresh greens and veggies, 
$5.25. 
Entrees provided a delightful selection 
challenge for us. All entrees are served with 
salad, garlic bread, or dinner rolls. The six 
tantalizing offerings included Cllicken Stir Fry, 
CllickenPie, or Delmonico Steak Au Poivre at 
$6. 95 each, Shrimp Scampi - $7 .25, Fettucine 
Alfredo-$5.95,andDelmonicoSteak&Shrimp 
Combo-$8.50. 
My guest selected the Delmonico Steak 
Au Poivre, and I selected the Olicken Pie. Our 
salads arrived with a raspberry vinaigrette 
.. . continued on page 6 
while saying you cannot afford to spend any-
more? We understand that change and vaca-
tions are fun; but support us like you do out of 
state businesses. 
Remember, every $10 of discretionary 
income youspendat anon-gay owned business 
is $10 less we have to support our community, 
AIDS networks, or in support of the fight 
against discrimination. 
W e,just like you, have our personal bills 
as well as business bills to pay, and believe me, 
our business expenses are very high My club 
supports, partially or wholly, 7 gay and lesbian 
employees. 
The resentment and complaints about 
our businesses, our profits, or our prices, not 
only hurts us, but also our community. Re-
member, when or if we fail, we all fall, and that 
reflects on us as a community. Instead, offer 
praise and real support for our courage and 
commitment 
We have a large community in Maine, 
and if each one would spend $10 more a week 
_ at a gay owned business, we would all flourish, 
and the gay businesses could afford to repre-
sent our community in our fight for rights. 
I guess if you know me, then you know 
I have a hard time being diplomatic. I apolo-
gize if I have been ,or will be ,harsh, but this is 
how I see it We need to stop back-stabbing, 
rumoring, and trying to hurt one another. We 
need to support and defend one another. 
Spend more. Yes, spend more of your 
discretionary income at gay businesses, and 
stop supporting non-gay businesses or even 
worse, gay-hateful businesses. Stop complain-
ing about prices etc., and be happy we have 
what we have. Let's become a family, a real 
one, and let's grow strongel' by supporting one 
another ... 
_____,, page4 ,,..,.,. ___ ..__,,..._.-___ ...__.,. ____ _,, _____ ..__,,,._, ____ ..._,,,,_ ____ __,,...._ _____ ......,.,,.,,,,....._ ___ 
GUEST 
EDITORIAL ••• 
ing all, or m~t, of the important decisions, will 
hinder the needs of the group to ACT. 
.. Pureconsensus" and getting things done 
do not go hand -in-hand. In WOMLAND, 
some of our more difficult or "tough" decisions 
Co & th J b•an/ 1 wouldspanthreedifferentmeetings. Someof nsensus e es I gay; our "easier" ones would l¥t over one hour. 
bisexual community And that was with a group of 10 like-minded, 
By: Paula Aboud like-spirited women who had known each other 
As our community is struggling toward for years! 
a process by which the decisions will be made To put together a large group of people 
regardingtheupcomingstatewideanti-gayref- who've never met, never worked together, 
erendum, I am committed to sharing my own never worlced on a campaign before, and ex-
opinion and experiences around consensus pect pure process to run a campaign is not 
decision-making. - realistic. It's a great vision for some future 
A dictionary definition of consensus is: when our society has no difficulties with each 
"general agreement or concord; harmony; other, but let's look at what's poMible instead 
majority of opinion." As a feminist, my defi- of what may well be impossible. Let us allow 
nition of consensus is: a response to the experiencetocoun~forsomething. Letuslearn 
Patriarchy's power trip of excluding women from our experiences, and let us share them 
from the decision-making process; a way of with each <>thee. 
Being,aculture,awayoftreatingoneanother Our community is not yet at a place 
withrespect, verl>allyandnon-vemally,inour where we can all respect everyone. Why 
heads and in our hearts, inclusion in decision- assume that we 'recapable of manifesting such 
making. a huge ideal as difficult as pure consensus? 
I totally support a consensus process- Perhaps what could alleviate the need 
in one degree or anothez, .depending upon the for such a pure system could be replaced with 
circumstances. In ill circumstances, how we trust and .electing folks to work on our behalf 
treat one another should never be compro- "in good faith", and making a commitment to 
mised. Respect is a must in order to bring about confront those we "think" are not working for 
world changes. It's the bottom line. Without the general good in an open and honest way. 
respect as a starting place, true consensus does Perhaps we, as a community, need to 
not exist Without it, we become no different learn to heal our problems with individuals 
thaDdlo.Pafriachywbicbuse.s"demoaacy" as radntbmmaldngtbcmcommunity-widcp-ob-
tbeir process, while their intent is self-interest lems. 
rathc:r than the good of the whole. Perhaps the problem is that folks are 
Consensus can be used in varying de- afraid to cmfess to not being perfect We're 
grees, dependent upon the situation. In afraidtoacknowledgeourlimitations. I'mnot 
WOMIAND, a women's land trust here in Ihavemetnoothecgroupofpeopleinthisstate 
Maine, where time is not usually an urgent whohavethekindoftimenecessarytocommit 
consideration, we are totally coo.sensus-mak- to a pure consensus process. I've done it, and 
ers. In ML.GPA, where time can be aconcem, still am doing it, but I won't do it in a refereit-
we use consensus in the large group, and elect dum campaign. I want to win, but never at the 
officers who we trust to act "in good faith" expense of disrespecting another. And, I think 
when time doesn't allow the large group deci- that those two ideas are compatible: respect 
sion-making process. Small groups still use and winning. Let• s analyze how to do that in a 
consensus, though. campaign, and then I'll be there. My humble 
In working on the civil rights bill for opinion. ff 
gays & lesbians, time became quite urgent, and 
an empowered group made decisions. No one 
person should~ be making a decision that 
affects the organization without some group 
input (That is Patriarchy.) 
1hcre is discussion about using consen-
sus to run a political referendum campaign. 
'The ideal is great. The reality is not so accept-
ing. An analysis of consensus needs to be 
undertaken first before it should be imple-
mented. Even before that, respect must be "on 
board" for everyone involved. Next, an analy-
sis as to what degree consensus will or will not 
work, based on the nature of the campaign, is 
critical. 
Having worked on political campaigns 
in the recent past, and having participated for 
seven years in WOMLAND's pure consensus 
process, I feel very qualified to say to our 
community at large that a "pure" process, 
Editors Note: Paula Aboud is the former 
President of the Maine Lesbian /Gay Political 
Alliance, and a circle member of WO Ml.AND. 
coming in December. · . .. 
The NAMES Project 
AIDS Memorial Quilt 
hosted by 
The NAMES Project/Maine 
Decem her 1 thru 4 
conJinuedfrom page 3 
• •• Lesbian Health 
abu&; and iregnaocy. Itincludesthecomplicaed 
~ofalcdiolanddruguse,abwe,andaddictioo, 
and how sexuality can be formed and defamed 
around mind-affecting sumtances. 
Lesbian health provides a forum to 
explore whether cigarette smoking and obesity 
are more prevalent among lesbians, and to 
what degree these conditions affect our risks 
for cancer and cardiovascular disease. 
Weareooncemed withhowbcing alesbian 
affects our need fer pap sme.am, how having sex 
with ~ women affects our risk fer sexually 
tr.m.mlitted infections, how never being iregnant 
affects our risks for endometriosis er ovarian 
caocer. 
Lesbian family issues also include discus-
sims of partner abuse. We have to come to an 
1D1dastanding of why violmce and ahL5e exist 
amcng womm and how to pevent it This is an 
aspect of lesbian health that is both verypmcnal 
and intensely political. 
E.quallypersonalandpoliticalistheissueof 
sexuality. Asweeommirnicatenicreopenly,it's 
clear that lesbian sexuality entertains no~ 
tions. If it can be den~ lesbians do it If it feds 
good, lesbians do it 
Sexual health encompiwes discussions 
773-1999 
Open 7 days 
Low·er Lobby 
151 Middle St., Portland 
involving huge numbers of participants mak- ______________ .. •---------------' 
discussions of safer~ bisexoalty,mamnbaticn, 
sex toys, pcmography, and butch/femme roles. 
Sexthempistsandcooplescoomcl<nfor lesbians 
are called upon to deal with these issues, but as 
you can imagin~ there aren't many trained to do 
so. 
Lesbian health also includes ageing and 
being old. Like our youth. our getting o1d is 
affected by both piysical change and the outer 
world's respcnse to us. 
What effect does being o1d have on how 
lesbians feel and how we are treated? How is 
menopause diffemit fer lesbians? Does a lift> 
time~alesbianaffecthowweag~ whatmedical 
cmditioos we develop, the way we die? What 
social needs do lesbian debs have? 
Too political realm of lesbian hcalth is 
fueled by acombinati.cn of wodan from within 
the system and bold activiscs who apply outside 
iressure for the q,co. inclusion of lesbians in 
health resean:h Jr~cds; funding research spe> 
cific to lesbians; the integraticn of lesbian issues 
into curricula for camseling, social wodc, medi-
cal and nursing students; the training of educatas 
and public health profeMionals; and the develop-
ment of lesbian health .servx:es. 
In some places, (',onnmmity crganizing is 
resulting in lesbian hcalth clinics, suppcrt po-
gramsforlesbians widu:ancet", andbcalthcoofc%-
encesand wa:bhqlsdesigncdfcrlesbians. Nme 
of these pogrmm existed ten yeais ago. 
If yoo 're a lesbian who's thinking of serv-
ing in C01Dl1ry with hcner and distinction, cm-
.sider a career in the lesbian health movement 
We're recruiting f<r a healthy life and a healthy 
future. ff 
With this aTticle, we begin. a new feature 
column in Community Priu JllJporw- focusing 
on lesbian health issues. I am delighled to 'IW!l-
come Peaches Bass to our family of columnists. 
Peaches is the Director of the Maine AIDS Alli-
ance in Augusta. 
-Pam Anderson 
Over a decade a/experience 




FOR 'LESBIAN & GAY COUPl£5 
Commitment agreements 
Separation agreements 
Other partnership issues 
A SoumoN FOR lliE 90's! 
________ ..,..,...._._..__,,,....._..-.._ _______ _,_.._,,,._.~....,.........,.-._..-.._.-._...__.._.,.,.,...._,,_ _______ -..__,,, p;geS-------._ 
will be a powerful voice in the legal commu-
nity, a voice which can no longer be ignored or 




By: Jessica Maure;r, Esq. 
· advancement and placement of lesbians and 
gays to positions in the judiciary, public agen-
cies, and on commissions. 
Early last December, a1 small group of 
lesbian and gay attorneys andllaw students met 
for the first time f9[ the pmpose of creating a 
law aMociation which wouldm.eettheneeds of 
the lesbian and gay legal comm.unity in Maine. 
After months ofhard work, the: Maine Lesbian 
and Gay· Law Association, better known ~ 
Maine Le:GaL, is coming out 
In early September, ov·er two hundred 
membership letters were mailed to m~s 
of Maine's legal communi~y. So far, the 
response~ been fan~c, and we can safely 
say that, by the time this papeir hits the stands, 
we will have over thirty members! 
Our purpose is simple: we want to pro-
mote human rights through advocacy, educa-
tion and litigation, and to provide opportuni-
ties for lesbian, gay and bi-semial profession-
als to inte:ract and socialize. It is our goal to 
establish a fOIUtn in the legal community for 
lesbians and gays and their supporters to ex-
change id~ and informatioo on topics of 
mutual interest and concem.. 
Ultimately, we hope our organization 
We would like to extend an invitation to 
~ in the legal profession or in legal edu-
cation to join us. Anyone who is a member of 
any State bar may become a member of our 
organization. Anyone holding a J.D., attend-
ing law school, or who is employed in the legal 
profession or in legal education, may become 
an ~ociate member. 
As an added bonus, when you become a 
member in Maine Le:GaL, you will receive a 
free subscription to Lesbian/Gay Law Notes, 
a monthly publication summarizing recent le-
gal decisions, publications, news items, devel-
opments, legislation, and articles of interest 
affecting the lesbian and gay community. 1be 
non-member subscription rate is $25. 
1be.scheduleof fees, along with a Mem-
bership Application, is published in the hope 
that you will decide to join us. 1be member-
ship list is confidential, and will not be shared 
or sold to any other organization. If you have 
questions about Maine Le:GaL, write to-us at: 
MeLeGaL, P. 0. Box 443, Portland, Maine 
04112, or call us at: 207/829-3379. " 
.......................................... ·•··  ' .. - . . . . 
• ·- . ME,MBERSHIP APPLICATION • 
YES, I'd Hite to become a member of MeLeGaL. • 
• 
·• 








: Home phon · Work phone:'--------
• • 
• Fields of legal practice: (if applicable) 
• 
• 


















• Dues Schedule 
• 
• MEMBERS: __ $50 Sustaining __ $30 Basic __ $15 Low Income 
• ASSOCIATE MEMBE:RS: __ $25 Basic $15 Student/Low Income 
• 
• FIRMS: $ 75 :MO Lawyers __ $100 11-25 Lawyers 
• __ $150 ~~6-50 Lawyers __ $200 > 50 Lawyers 
• • (Dues Waivers are available) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
connnuedfrom page 4 
• • • Metro iCafe 
dressing on the side. The salad was fresh, and 
generous with large veggie pieces. The 
dressing was pleasing. 
Our dinners arrived pi;pping hot. My 
guest's steak was grilled to her requested rare, 
and was topped with a cream, brandy and 
peppcl'Com sauce. It w~ tcnd1er and delicious 
with the peppcl'COIDS adding a cumulative 
zing by dinners end. 
The chicken pie was sillllply wonderful. 
The aust was deliciously flal.:ey and literally 
melted in my mouth. Inside 1this divine crust 
were generous cuts ofbroccoli, carrots, onions, 
chicken, and potato in a thickened gravy. 1be 
vegetables were fresh, and retained their origi-
nal flavQt and appearance. 
The portioos were so generous that we 
reluctantly declined dessert. Our coffee was 
brewedfreshforus, and our cups werecontinu-
allybeing refilled. Our waitperson w~ friendly, 
and allowed us to comfortably pace our time at 
~ Metro Cafe. 
This is a must dining experience. Qual-
ity food, service, atmosphere, and ~onable 
prices make a trip to Lewiston all the more 
rewarding . .. 
Presents 
at the Metro 
Parl<ing Lot 
$5.00 at the door 
includes one 
drink coupon 





October 8 . DR~ G B A\.\. 
Prize for most outrageous drag!! 
Octobe;r 15 PAJAMA !AR TY 
Wear what you wear to bed. 
(.no nudity allowed!} 
:~::.:.:o ; ./~\¢.{.:l;f~-{ji.;~~=: =•::i-=J~ l;i ·=·tTt:.:.;:ri~:: .if J~t¼1{~~~ -r 
October 22 :: ~~~:()~ ::tilWW 
Lights go out at 11:30 p.m . 
Proper dress required. (Black only} 
Octobeir 30 HALLOWEEN 
. Q:5.1,~ .... ;,; .. ~ E.0 
···· . ,. ~ ~ ~-: ,~ ' 
. . .... 
•• J' • , .... 
"' on 4th floor 
$2.00 admission 
to Haunted House 
to benefit EPL 
PARTY 
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11meOUT! 
By: Michael Rosetti 
The Maine Audubm Society maintains 
sevem1 great walking~ close to Portland 1tw 
allow dry, easy day trips droogh marshland. A 
good Saturday adventure by fott or IDOIDltain 
bike is to visit bodl the Fore River Sanctuary and 
theAudubooCentcratGilsJaodFarminFabnwth. 
Gilsland Farm is just off route #1 in 
FaJm.outh, a mile from the Portland line. The 
Leaning Center is q,cnoo on Samrdays, and has 
a stae which can be an educatim in itseJf The 
groundsareopentothepiblicew:ryday,andthere 
are trails leading drough pine groves, and oJd 
pamue.s wi1h views of Casco Bay. 
TheForeRiverSanc:tuaryis~odacnd 
of Pcrtland This spot has a 25 fott waterfall, 
boardwalks drwgh the heart.of theiwrsharea;, 
forest trails, and the remains of the oJd canal 1tw 
oocecoonected Portland to Sebago. 
To reach the F<re River Sanctwry, take 
Briglmi A venue to Rowe Street (Exit 8 off the 
Maine Turnpike, andheadin-town). Rowe Street 
is the ~ at the traffic ligk after F<ESt City 
Dodge if yw 're going towamPcrtland, <r alefta 
the traffi:: ligk after the C.apisr; Street ligb. if 
coming from in-town. 
Parle all the way at the end of Rowe Street 
Keep bearing Jeftm the trails to find the watmall 
The,boadwabarem theodxrsideofthetmcks. 
The October Tune Out newsletter includes an 
after wale suppa walk at GilsJand Farm and 
infonnatim <n several <>du Audulxn walks 
around Maine. The newsletta is available for a 
SASE to Tune Out, P.O. Box 11502, Pcrtland, 
ME.04104. -
NORTHERN ,~11~.~ 




Since 1980, NoRntllN l.unoA Nou has 
served the lesbian-gay-bisexual community of 
northern Maine and neighbouring New 
Brunswick with a variety of educational and 
social activities. NLN has a lending library, 
operates the Gay-Lesbian Phoneline, and 
publishes a monthly newsletter. We host the 
Maine Symposium and other special events. 
Our current fundraising goal is to estabrtsh 
Maine's first lesbian-gay-bi cotll_munity center; 
we appreciate all donations, w'hlch are fully 
tax-de<luctible. 
NORTHERN LAMBDA NORI)" 
POB 990, Caribou, Maine 04736-0990 US~ 
OUT!ofMy 
Mind 
How can we get the "straight'' cammmity 
toaccqitus and pass laws to p"Oteetus? Can we 
win them over by demonmating, disrupting their 
social functiom, <r screaming attbem, "accqit us 
- <r else!" Or else what? 
We'll go to WI room and sulk? The 
homopwbes and bigots would gladly escat us, 
andlock:thedoorbehindus. Orelse, maybe we'll 
retaliate with vandalismand/orviolence. CJisure, 
that' D warm their hearts-especially as they see us 
escorted off to jail where they' D again lock the 
do<r behind us. 
I suppose we cw1d hoJd our breath until 
they give us our way. l'vetried.1hattactic. Mom 
escorted me to my room, (luckily there WM no 
way to lock the door). 
No, there's gcx to be a better way to make 
thestraigltcommuoity SIJR)<rtand like us. Yes, 
really like us. The gay community is continually 
asking the straig}Kcommunity for help. •'Pl~ 
donate to The AIDS Project," (I know, AIDS is 
not a gay ~its just killing us fimt!) Pl~ 
donate to the ACT UP/Portland fund-raiser. 
I 
Pro C£ibf'!c6 1300KsHoP 
Over 20,000 current and out-of-print books In stock 
10 Third Street, Bangor• 942-3019 
A reader', ptradise 1ince 1980 
Eric Furry, Proprietor 
I 
Pl~ dm't give to the Boy Scouts be-
caJSC they are discriminating bigots. Pl~ 
bo~Col<radobtx:awetbeyaredisaiminating 
bigots.,, y w get the picture. 
But, whatdowedoasopmlygaymcnand 
women f<rthestraightcommunity? DidAd Up' 
Pordaod volunteertoamwerpimes fa the Mus-
cular Dystrqny Td.dbon? Did a grwp rq,re,-
senting the Malovich Society participate in the 
United Way Rally? Do the gay owned blsiness, 
bars, staes, and restaumnts, have fundraisels for 
the Roo Cm&? 
Theamweris "NO". Thisisncxtosayttw 
some individuab do not actively 
support these community causes. And, of course, 
we should all be poud of the groop of Drag 
ped'<rmers who did appear in wigs, 
heels and dresses on the local Labor Day 
elethon, presenting a check from a benefit 
ped'mnancetheydid But, whatabouttherestof 
us? 
Wedemaod, yes demand, thatthecommu-
nity give, give, give, and accept us as we are. But 
whatdowedoorofferinretum? Nota week goes 
bythatthereisnotanoppmunityforan organa.ed 
grwp of gays and Jesbians to interact with the 
straiglt community. 
Ibelieve1hatif webecomem<re vistl>leas 
gay mm andl~involvedin thecommunity, 
it would pay off f<r us at the polls in November, 
and eventually f<r full civil rights state-wide and 
natioo-wide. 
I oftm bear peq,le from oor ~ 
· say1hatwearencxatalllik:estraigltpeople. !say 
that's a bmch of crap. We are very much like 
them. Wedesirenicehomes, good jobs, marital 
rightsandthebcnefitsdwgoalmgwith1hcm,and 
many of us desire families. How are we so 
diffCl'ellt? If wearediffCl'ellt, and don't want to be 
just.lik:e•'tbem" ,1hm whydowedemandtbesame 
Wild lria Productions, Inc. 
proudly prs1ettll 
Patty Larkin 
Saturday, October 16, 1993 
8:00 pm 
First Parish Church 
425 Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 
rights. 
' As we enter into anoda figi.for our civil 
rights, let's step back and takealmg looc at \\h> 
we are, what we want, whatwearedoiog aboutit, 
and most of all, what we m: willing to do. 
Remember, thestraigbtr«rummitydoom't 
have to give us anything. They own the ball, the 
playing field, and they aretheret'm,es( or judges). 
Ifwedon'twanttoplaytbegamcd:m-way,tbey'D 
just take their ball, and we'll lose the gamo--by 
dcfauJt.-
continued from page 2 
... Farewell to Maine 
referendum in Lewiston and in Maine. 
As wehavebegunthewakoftbcRefmn-
dum, and bcfme tbis visimcai be realized, it has 
bec-Olne evident that 1bcre.is a need for healing 
wi1hin our community. Therem:disocrdantand 
divisivevoiceswhichneedtofindtheirownpeace 
andceasefrominflictingdishannmy. Thatmust 
happen if we are to sit and wen together. Any 
who follow out of fear, or guilt, or anger, or any 
who participate without clear and good and uofet-
tm:d intmtioos, c:xwnlncto a lesser md for WI 
community. The well being of the community, 
not of individuals, is the btttom line. Anger and 
fear must he takfll elsewhere. 
It has hem a pivilcgeto have hem part of 
such a fine community and to have hem the 
Preaidmtofsuchagreatorganmdim. Imoveon · 
to Arizma \Were I shall be actively involved in 
defeating their staewide an1i-gay referendum. I 
lode f~ to helping defeatthen:fcrcndumin 
Lewistoo, and to reading 
about the def mt of the statewide referen-
dum next November (ifwedm'tstq> hr signa-
ture cmprign fiist). 
I also lode forwad to hearing abwt 1he 
electim of a gay-friendly Govmior and many 
gay and gay-supportive Jcgislaps in 1994. I 
also hope to hear that the Gay civil rights bill 
has been pused and signed by the Govml<r in 
1995. And h:re's hoping 1tw before the end of 
this century we shall all live free and in~ 
wi1h each oda and in bannmy withModx:r 
Eai1h. 
Blessed Be ... 
$12.50 in advance GENERAL ADMISSION $14.00 day of show 
TICKET OUTLETS: Amadeua Music and Walkabout In Portland, Macbean• Music In Brunswick, 
Sister Creations In Freeport, JKS Copyprintera In Belfast and Lady Iris In Portsmouth, NH 





By: Ken Constant, staff writer 
Novembet- 2,_ 1993. 0-Day, Discrimi-
nation Day for Lewistoo. Maine. In less than 
a month, theciwens of Lewiston will be asked 
to vote on ending discrimination against sexual 
orientation in jobs, housing, credit and public 
accommodation. More importantly, they will 
be1Wted tosc:ndamessagetopeopleacrossthe 
state and around the country that thae is no 
room in Lewiston. Maine for discrimination, 
hatred and bigotry. 
lnrecentwedcs, Lewiston Mayor James 
Howaniec 1w been called a "faggot" because 
ofhis 1D1wavcring supp<n oftheanti-discrimi-
nation ordinance. At a recent fund-raiser held 
in Portland, be said bis city is divided over the 
issue, but be is confident that in the end, the 
voters ' good judgement will prevail. 
While the language cl~ly follows 
Maine's existing Human Rights Act, the new 
Lewiston ordinance is muchmore limited in its 
cnfon:ementandremedies. hdirectsncitha: 
the police nor public prosecutors to inv~ate 
and Iring charges, and it d~ not establish a 
local human rights commission to hear com-
plaints. 
Violation of the ordinance is a civil, not 
' a criminal, infraction. 1he person filing a 
complaint is responsible for proving that dis-
crimination took place. If successful, be or she 
may be awarded costs and attorneys' fees. 
Civil penal damages may also be~ not 
to exceed $1000. A civil action must be 
initiated within two years of the alleged act of 
discrimination. 
A number of specific exclusions have 
also been incorporated into the ordinance. 
Religious organizations are exempt. Contrary 
to what opponents contend, the ordinanced~ 
not require public schools to teach about gays, 
lesbians and bisexuals. No affirmative action 
in employment, adoption rights, or legaliz.ed 




we have to le.am to get along with all kinds of 
people. The question of basic human rights 
will always be discussed, prejudice will always 
be here, but this makes it a little ~ier to say 
we're trying" to ensure such rights. 
An anti-discrimination ordinance also 
sends a message to gay youth that the world is 
changing. 1hey are not bad people, nor should 
they be ashamed of who they are. 
"I can show you the graves of young 
people who have killed themselves in order to 
avoid dealing with the rejection of their fami-
lies, their friends and their churches" - after 
they realized they were gay, stated James Bell, 
Affirmative Action Officer of Bate-. College. 
Is thae really a need for this ordinance in 
Lewiston 7 Yes. Hate<rime statistics prove 
that the numbers of anti-gay _beatings and ha-
r.wment are rising throughout the state. Even 
thoughMainelwlaws,somevictimsareafraid 
to press charges when to do so means they 
could be fired from their jobs or evicted from 
their homes just for stepping forward. A 1986 
' study bytheMaineCivilLiberties Union found 
that 46% of gay men and lesbians have been 
fired or have experienced employment dis-
aim.ination, 28% have been evicted or denied 
housing, and89% have suffered harassment or 
violence. 
1. to r. S.zsm ~ rs.dsta.i 
E'Ol.ioe C1nxef & ,m, .P.reside!'lt, 
rany Gill:mt, am .Rtt Gi11:mt 
Another staunch supporter of the ordina-
tion is Lewiston Chief of Police Laurent Gil-
bert. Cl>.oosing to spend bis Twenty-third 
wedding anniversary with his wife at a recent 
OLIVIA 
CRlJISF5 
The Next Great 
Gay Adventure! 
from$69S 783-7399 or 1-800-728-2420 333 Main St., l...ewlston 
Jan Welch, Financial Manager, EPL, 
addressin Portland nd raisin event. 
Gay~V-
Team Maine Bulletin 
By: Tom Hagerty 
The Gay Games are held every four years to 
give lesbians and gay men the opportunity to 
participate in, or watch athletic events in a 
gay-positive environment. The fourth Gay 
Games, ca/,led Unity '94, will be held in New 
Yorlc City, June 18th through the 25th, 1994._ 
Team Maine has formed to act as a clearing-
house of information about the Gay Games and 
as an informational, network for lesbian/gay 
athletes in Maine. 
--The next Team Maine meeting 
will be held Wednesday, October 13th at 
6:45 pm. Call contacts to confirm and for 
more information. 
- - Contacts are: Swimming-Royal, 775-
3630; Cycling-Michael, 871-9940; Marathon, 
Track & Field, Triathalon-Bob, 799-7981 ; 
Bowling-Vince, 874-0047. 
At the meeting we will be able to help 
each other navigate the registration process 
and sign up for competition in New York. 
Earlyregistrationisimportant lbeGayGames 
EPL fund-raiser in Portland, the chief repeated officials expect to have more athletes than they 
bis belief that, "If this ordinance is enacted, 
can organize into one week. They have already 
some, not all, will come forward and report 
limited bowling to 1000 participants, and will 
these crimes to the police 80 that the peipetra- probably limit track and field. 
tors can be brought to justice." Even if you don't get a chance to partici-
According to Jan Welch, EPL Financial pate, the Gay Games along withtheGayGames 
Mai;iager, the vote is not yet won. 1here is still 
Cultural Festival and the 25th Anniversary of 
much to be done. You can.get involved as little 
Stonewall, will be an ex.citing time for Maine 
or as much as you want Call the Equal 
lesbians and gay men to visitNew York. Travel 
ProtectionLewistonofficeat 777-3037 orpar- plans should be made early. 
ticipate in the several events and fund-raisers 
Anyone in~ested in becoming a con-
scheduled in the remaining days. tact person for their sport should write to Team 
Remember, the most important thing Maine, c/o this paper, or call established con-
you can do besides, voting, is to talk to your . tacts. 1bis system of contacts is the way 
family, friends, neighbors and co-workers. Let 
them know that discrimination does exist and lesbian/gay sports organizations formed in 
larga cities. it's time to put an end to it " 
Boston has 23 d!ffercnt sports organiza-
tions for lesbians/gays, Washington 1w 24, 
and this past August, Philadelphia hosted 65 
softball teams from around the world for 
... ccontinued on page 9 
our past is frozen and can't be changed • • • the future never really gets here. 
LWE YOUR UFE TODAY. •• in the present moment 
that's the best we can do. 
Modvational Coaching 
FIRST VISIT FREE 
353-5850 
Cindy Lupkn, MEd. Portland 
_____, page 9,,.......__...._-__________________ _,.,...__,,, _ _.,,...._,_.._ ______________________ ....._ 
NACHAS! 
By RitaM. Kissen 
(NACHAS: a Yiddish word meaning 
''pride,"pronouncedwiththeaccentonthefirst 
syllable, which rhymes with "Bach.") 
It was late one Monday afternoon when 
the phone rang and a breezy English voice 
asked, "Does Rita Kissen live here?" When I 
assured him that she did, the owner of the voice 
informed me that his name was· Martin, that 
he'd been given my number by Parents En-
quiry in London, and that he was visiting 
relatives in Maine and would like to meet some 
American families of lesbians and gays. 
Parents Enquiry is a sister organization 
to P-FLAG, and, like its American counterpart, 
offers support to families of lesbians and gay 
men. Althoughhehasno gay children himself, 
Martin works extensively with gay people and 
their parents, and was eager to compare notes 
with families hece in the States. As luck would 
have it, our monthly P-FLAG meeting was 
scheduled for the vecy next evening. 
As we drove to the meeting, I wondered 
what Martin would think of our group. Would 
he find our diversity of age, ethnicity, socio-
economic class and educational background 
different from whathewasused toinEngland? 
Would he find us too political, not political 
enough, or just plain dull? 
e meeting began; Martin joined our 
circle and listened while each family shared the 
month's news. Someone's daughter had come 
out to bee aunts and uncles; a son had brought 
his lover to a family party, with happy results. 
There were several newcomers still coming to 
terms with the discovery that a son or daughter 
was gay. There were old-timers, some of 
whom have been sharing their stories for al-
most ten years-long before there was a P-
FLAG in Portland. And there were the usual 
announcements-sponsors requested for the 
AIDS walk, upcoming radio or 1V shows 
dealing with lesbians and gay men and their 
families. 
Finally, it was Martin's tum to speak. 
He put down the notes he had been writing, 
looked around the circle, and spoke in a voice 
full of emotion. "I shall never forget this 
evening," he said. "I have only been in America 
for one week, but to me, you are America" 
Then he went on to tell us what our 
continued from page8 
... Gay Games 
the Gay World Series. San Francisco 
won. 
AlthoughMainemaynothavethepopu-
lation to field this many teams, lesbian and 
gay Mainers of all athletic abilities may wish 
to think seriously about organizing around 
their sport, and a way to make routine physi-
cal fitness more interesting and enjoyable. 
sharing had meant to_ him. How in England he 
hadheardfathersthreatentotaketheirgaysons 
out behind the house for "a good thrashing" 
that would "set them straight," and mothers in 
fashionable Hampstead drawing rooms com-
plain because their lesbian daughters were a 
social embarrassment How in our group to-
night, he had heard the voices of people who 
would not let their pain keep them from loving 
their children. 'There are tears of self-pity and 
there are tears ofcourage," he said. "Y ouhave 
shown me the tears of courage." 
Eight years ago, I learned that I was the 
mother of a lesbian daughter and began look-
ing for other parents with gay children. Since 
that time, I have seen tears of courage on many 
faces, and in many places. I have seen them in 
the eyes of mothers of sons diagnosed with 
AIDS, and of fathers who remember the les- · 
bian daughters they love when they hear 
homophobic jokes on the assembly line or the 
CB radio. Most poignantly, I have seen them 
when a parent comes to aP-FLAG meeting for 
the first time and says, "Ihaveagaychild, and 
this is the first time I've told anyone." At those 
timpes, there are tears in the eyes of the rest of 
us too, as we say, "You are not alone." 
Our tears reflect our anger at the hatred 
we see and hear all around us. They express our 
fears that our children may be victimized be-
cause of who they are. Often they are tears of 
disappointment and confusion, part of our sad-
ness at losing the child we thought we knew. 
But as our English friend Martin immediately 
understood, our tears show that we are coura-
geous even in our grief. No matter how much 
we have internalized society 's message that 
gaypeoplearebadandunnatural, weknowthat · 
our children are good people, and we refuse to 
stop loving them 
There's a footnote to this story. Martin 
is a real person, but Martin is not his real name. 
When I asked if I could write about him in my 
monthly column, he consented enthusiasti-
. cally, but requested that I refer to him with a 
pseudonym. It seems that some ofhis relatives 
don't want anyone in Maine to know that 
they're related to someone who works with 
families oflesbians and gay men. People might 
wonder. People might think they are gay. 
I wish I knew Martin's American rela-
tives. I wish they'd come to a P-FLAG meet-
ing. They'd surely see our tears of courage. · 
They might even shed some themselves. •• 
Many of us can recall athletic experiences 
that were marred by homophoQia. If 
' lesbian/gay athletes organize teams, we 
can counter those experiences. 
My personal experiences as a member 
of two Boston temas have been positive, 
energizing, and fun, It would be nice to have 
teams in Maine as ".Nell, and contact people 
are the means to that end. .. 
OUT!ofTown 
Hawaii on a budget 
Everyone dreams of going to Hawaii -
that far-away paradise with beautiful, romantic 
beaches, and grass skirts. Yes, it is paradise, 
and surprisingly, it's not as expensive as most 
people think. 
First, a little geography and history. 
Hawaii is located approximately 2500 miles 
west-south-west of Los Angeles. It is made up 
of eight main islands: Hawaii, Oahu, Maui, 
Lanai, Molokai,Kauai, Niihau,andKahoolawe, 
along with hundreds of smaller islands. It 
totals about 6500 square miles of land and has 
a population of just over 1.1 million. 
Hawaii became the 50th state in 1959, 
but what most people don't realize is that for 
many year.; Hawaii was a constitutional mon-
archy. lolani Palace is the only royal palace 
located on US soil. 1he first people to populate 
the island were Polynesians who travelled thou-
sands of miles in crude boats. Sincethoseearly 
settlers, many different groups have migrated 
to Hawaii including Cllinese, Japanese, Kore-
ans, Filipinos, and now transplanted Ameri-
cans. 
Part of what makes Hawaii such a great 
place to visit is the diversity ofits culture. Each 
immigrant group brought with it its own cul-
ture, and over the years this has been added to 
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Hawaii still maintains a strong Hawaiian cul-
ture among its people. This is evident every-
where in Hawaii, from the colorful clothing, to 
the hard to pronounce Hawaiian street names, 
to their unique foods . Hawaii i.sn 't just great 
beaches and golf courses. It• s a great place to 
learn about another culture very different from 
your own. 
When most people think ofHawaii, their 
first image is W aikki Beach. Well, W aikki 
Beach certainly is famous, but there is so much 
more to Hawaii. W aikki is a section of the city 
of Honolulu located on the island of Oahu. 
Oahu is approximately 44 miles long and 30 
miles wide. Honolulu is the capital of the state 
ofHawaii and has a population of over 800,000, 
making it the eighth largest city in the US. But 
the real Hawaii isn 'tlocated in the concrete and 
glass jungle of W aikki. It lies outside the city 
in places like Hanuama Bay, Waimanalo, 
Haleiwa, the Pali Pass, or Pearl Harbor. 
Hawaii isn't just Honolulu or Oahu. 
Each island is uniquely different from the 
.. .. c.ontinued on page 15 
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Wild Iris .Production Inc.,-Entertainment Plus 
By: Luke Balboni 
Rita Caeand Beth Nrtschke a-ethe own-
e:IS of Wild Iris Productions, Inc., a COIDplmy 
whose pupose is to tring women entatainecs/ 
artists to Penland, and to sponsor women-only 
dances with 1he hJpe of building community 
whilei:roviding entertainment. Isp<icewiththem 
cna mistynmsday aftemocnattheir secluded 
office in West Buxun. 
Rita and Beth have been poducing con-
certs and putting on dances under 1he aegis of 
Wtld Iris fer1he last three years. In thattimt; they 
have had 1he ple.asure of hinging 1he finest 
womenentett.aina:sto1hePcnlandareafrom Cris 
Wdliamson(the ''m~' ofwomen'smusic), to 
Suede, a relative unknown. The list includes 
Hea1hec Bishq>, Patty Larkin, Margie Adam, 
Holly Near, Lucie Blue Tremblay, Deidre 
McCalla, Kate Clint.en, Dianne DavidQi, Ann 
Reed, "and en and en" Says Beth, '1f they're 
somebodyinwomen' smusic,they'vebeenhcre." 
Thecooccrtsare generallyheldattheFiist 
- Parish0mt:hat425 CoogressStreetinPortJaod, 
because that facility has enough seats (750), a 
reascnable rental fee, good aoowtics, and a~ 
portivedirecta. Wtldlrisisquitehappywiththeir 
ammgement with the chm:h, and bahRit.a and 
Bethe,qra;sedi:rofooodgratitudef<X1hcdmdl' s 
support. 
The dances a-e held at Temple Bcdl-E'l 
and, again, Rita and Beth had noebing but kind 
words fer the powelS that be in 1hecongregaticn. 
'Ilroughrut our conV12Sation, I w~ continually 
struck by the fact that Wtld Iris is not a i:rofit-
making enfflprise, and that wba motivates these 
women is the pleasure they derive from seeing 
.enjoyment in the faces of 1hose who lit.end 1he 
evmts. Beth spoke delightedly aboot women 
who are~ iaending their first all women's 
dance and how affirming and uplifting thatexpe-
. riencecan be fer someone who is justcoming out. 
Rita said they always try to ccnvince 1he 
headliner at ooe of their concerts to allow an 
q>eniug act so thit they can feaure local talent 
like Y aGotta W anna,anacappellatrio fromP<rts-
mouth, or Pixie and Diana from mi~ 
Maine, or Gecrgie Nichols from Portland, er 
Katie Curtis from Saco (Beth said that Katie has 
movedontoscmcmaj<rfolkwcn:inBostm), er 
~ who haven't been able to make it just yet, 
to give them a chance to perf<rm in front of large 
audiences. 
Beth indicates thit the audience likes hav-
ing a vmed program. A side bonus is that the 
local talent will often ming in their own following 
wbose ticket purchases hdp offset the m.oncy 
paid to these performers. The up-rcning shows 
will, however, not fcaaure q,e:oing acts because 
Patty Ladcin, who'll be ha'C Cktobcr l&h, ~ 
bred to go solo, and the q,cncr fer Margie 
Adam, who'll appear Novc:mbc:r 13th backed 
wt, so she will appear alcne. 
Theacbrdule f<r Wild Iris events follows 
the school year, and Rita and Beth state that 1hey 
generally have had two concerts per semester. In 
the month when there is no concert, there is a 
dance at Temple Beth-El. Cris Williamsen and 
Tret. Fure will perform in May, and the aher 
cmcert, .setfer Much, hasnetbeenccntroctedfor 
justyet Bethsays, "th:reareacoupleofthingsin 
the fire, but we can't say who, because we don't 
know who." 
Beth also points out that you can't bing 
people back too soon. "You've get to let .them 
cycle." The~showcou1dbeac.omedian,but 
Rita pointed out that one of their pemstent 
irooam in booking talent into Portland is that 
many oftheseperf<rmersarefrom Califomia,and 
theyneedsevenldatesintheN<r1heastinorcb:to 
make 1heir trip here w<rthwhile. 
Kate Ointon is 1he cnly comedian that 
Wild Iris has booked so far, and evm 1houghthere 
are more and mere women doing comedy, and 
they've seen lots of demo tapes, Beth's perscnal 
q,inion about comedy is that "comedy is a very 
personal thing. What you find funny, I may not 
It's a very fine lint; and we wanttb make~ethat 
whatgoesoutisnetderogatorytoanyone,sotbat 
we can fed good about putting en the show, and 
thatit'snetattheexpmseofanyone, wh:theritbe 
ageistersexistercrude,erwhateve.r. Ithinkwith 
comedy we're much mere critica1 '' 
At 1his point, I recommended Sandra 
Be:mhard as a ~edian woo, if not a lesbian 
la8elf, is certainly q,enly supp<rtive of gay 
people. Ncither Rita ner Beth knew that she did 
stand-up. She does. Her ma.trccent appearance 
I know of was at 1he Beddee School ofMwic in 
Bostmwtfall whaesbedidher stand-up routine 
toasdl <Uaowd She starts her show by asking 
all 1he gay peq,le to.stand up, and 1hen asking for 
a rwnd of applause fer them. 
Rita 1hen told me that even tlv:>ugh they do 
mly contract womm perfcrmc:rs, these women 
need net be lesbian, and net all have been Beth 
said, •1t•sea.mforuswlmtbeyare." ltoldthem 
I wasn't sure if Sandra would be offensive to supportofgayrightsingeneral. Therehavebeen 
anycne because she is so ~le, rut lu no attempts en the pat of the Temple to censure 
favorite target is hetero men, so what's the hann. Wild Iris' fimctions in any way, except in the one 
Rita 1hen gave examples of c.omedians way that applies to all groups who use their 
they find unacceptable: mes who make fim of facilities: no non-Kosba' food on the premises. 
overweight peq,le, gay peq,le, or who make • When~aboutthcirmpesf9r1hefuture 
edmic jokes. There is one comedian in partjcular and any plans to chmge 1he business, Rita said · 
who uses "fuck" every o1her word. This practice they were pretty muchccntmt with 1he scale and 
is offensive because there are women in the substance of Wild Iris as it is. They say this 
audience who mng thcirdauglm::s,andbothRita because there was a time when they did more and 
andBethfindexre&iveuseofprofanity andcrude friends told 1hem they were doing too much As 
remades to be embarr~. Bethnctes, "attendance was downforeochevent 
Members of the community have made There was too much to choo'le from" 
theirdesireforcertainent.ertaine1Sknownto Wild She points out that ecmomic realities re-
Iris by various means. Many people have simply quire peq,le to choose cnly one er two coorerts 
make.suggestions when 1hey'veseenRit.aor Beth, per six mcnth period, and that choosing is going 
hltbothwomenactivelyseekinput, becausethey toleavesomeeventswt. Whiletheydonethave 
want to bring artists who will draw a g~sized any specific compctit<r as such, they do have to 
crowd They have ccnducted a couple of f<rmal cootmd with the genezal entertainment world 
surveys, but the results have been disall)Ointing. which can deliver some \Dlexpected blows. For 
With a mailing list of 750, there were only 35 example, 1hey had to c.ompete with an Anne 
surveys ret.umed 1helast time they did one. Mllll"aycoo.certwhichwasbeldrigknextdoa:to 
They'vetriedtosolicitopinicnatccncerts thematCityHall. Bethremembersthattheydid 
by ccnducting 1hesurveythaeand offering a free all rigk thit nigli 
CD ~ an inducement to respcnd This method 1h:n their Patty Lukin show was a wedc 
trings in more responses, but still does not tell away from E'ltm Joon, and even tlv:>ugh 1hey 
Wild Iris about~ people who stayed home thit check iround to try to avoid concert ~. 
night Fer the most part, 1he responses on the ooviouslytheycanneteliminatesuchoccmrences. \ 
ret.umed surveys minor 1he tastes of Rita and They are now trying to wen: aramd the Pcrtland 
Beth, but there have been requests for poetry Gayandl...esbianFtlmEestivalfcrwhichthereis 
readings. i.resently no set date. They routinely chock with 
Poctryreadingsarefeasiblt;hltWildlris thePortlandFolk:Club,andtheCh>colateOmrm 
has set "one thing a men th" ~ its goal ( except in in Bath who will often miig some of the "cross--
summer), and publicity and post.ering and all the ovei' artists like Patty Lukin or Cllmtine Lavin, 
rest of 1he behind-the--.scenes wcrlc that goes into Ckryl Wheeler, or Fred Small 
show business takes timo----a great deal of timt; I put in my stroog erulcrsement fer Oieryl 
and both these women wcrlc full-time jobs (C & Wheeler, who has a beautiful voice, and is some,-
R Bminess Consultants ofWestBuxun), so with cne I've never seen, but would love to. Beth 
theconcertsplannedsofar,alcngwith1hedances infotm.Sthatsomeoftlrseartistshaveairefmed 
atTempleBeth-El, 1heirplateisfull. But, witha venue like Fred S-mall's aswciation with the 
little mere interest, poetry readings c.ould defi- Portland Folk Club. Wild Iris goes out of its way 
nitely become part of their repertoire. to respect 1hat, and tries very hard net to step on 
The dances are well attended drawing be- anycne' s toes. Sh: 1hinksthis attitude is m;qro-
tween 75 and 200 people. They love the facility cated. 
and thepeq,leatthe Temple. Beth says that they Beth points out that Wild Iris has no aspi-
''hadtoworldongandhardto get1heirfirstdatein rations to expand and doa festival. They're just 
thae, but since then they've been very good to notintothatlevelofmoneyandeffort. Sh:points 
deal with,~ Ieng$ we don't pick a Jewish outthatsheandRitahavebeenfriendsferal~g 
holiday." At another place where they held a _ time, and they've been in 1his bumiess in various 
dance, 1heownersof1hehall~themtocl06e waysfor9years. Theyreallyarecct.tmtwiththe 
the dOOIS so children attending a function in the way things are right now. They have a comfort-
same building would net see them. Oherplaces ablelevd of suppat. and are happy with the way 
madeaocusations., and when1Hed1henatureof in which they fit into, and are received by, the 
the aocusations, Rita and Beth hesitated, saying, community. 
"We can't tell you that It's more emb.ua.5sing Asborttimeago, theyputoutalettaasking 
than anything else, hit it's nahing that would tho6eaithemailinglistif1heyreallywantedWild 
happenwithk:sbians,let'sputitthatway,OK." Iris to continue, because Rita and Beth were 
They've been upfrcnt with all the peq,le "cl06Ctothe border." Beth says 1batnotmly did 
they've cblt with by telling them that they are they receive amwers in the affirmative, 1bey 
nmning a lesbian dance. Initially, everylhing received anmymous dooations and othet small 
seems OK, but the vibes change. Inccnuast, the gifts which indicaid real supp<rt All 1tlfSe 
pevailingetudeatheTempleispositive. Beth signalscoofirm.tbcirbeliefthatWildlrisiswcn:-
tbinks this is partly because ofRabbiHauy Sky's ing at its Jrq>cr level. 
-- ,... -, paga 10 ,,_......, ____ .....,_,.....__,_ _____ .._,.,..,,......, _________ "'-,,.,,,,. ________ .,.._,,.._ ______ ..__.,,..._.,__ ___ ___ 
'loo artists that Wild Iris engages are exclu-
sively women, and the audiences f<r~shows 
are JXimarily women. Rita and Beth, thoughtnot 
separatists themselves, are intent upon building 
community ammg women, and certainly make 
no apology f<r it (Nor is any souglt or needed) · 
Certain perf<rmflShave m<re of a ''cross-
ovei' appeal, and for someooe like Holly Near or 
Patty Ladcin, yoo will see men in the audience. 
Wi1h someooe like Alix Dobkin, who is a total 
separatist, you wouldn't see any, or as Beth says, 
"If one came walking tlrough that doer, he 
irobably wouldn't stay too long." 
Wild his dances are women cnly. Rita 
explained that there wa.s some thought of d9ing a 
combinedgaymenandlesbilmevent, but because 
Wild Iris does so few things, they've decided to 
keep their focus <n women. 
As far as using other vmues, such a.s the 
refw:bished State Theater in Pm.land, the bottom 
line f<r Wild Iris is, "If it's aff<rdable." 'loo 
Scarboro High School audita:ium and Penland 
High auditorium, though beautiful, charge tlree 
to foor times what First Parish charges. Only 
LuthecBameyauditaiymaf USMcanmatchthe 
reasaiablerateofthcircmrenthome,souseofthe 




cart.s betweai $3500 and $5000, and they don't 
always break even,nevecmindmakemcney. All 
their wmcers are vobmt.eas, including them-
selves. They must pay f<r lights, sound, sa:urity, 
insurance, ptl>lidty, mailings to 750, et.c. loo 
~ are high. and they want to keep ticket prices 
Obvioosly, ~ expenses were not met, and 
Wild Iris had to abS<Ib the loss. 
Anah:1- bad mem<ry was the blizzard 
that inta:fered wi1h the Heathtr Bisoop show, but 
that one went off OK, and peq,le managed to 
make it, including their friend who got in a car 
accident m her way into town. 
Then there was the time Beth was chtrlc-
ing m the Baby Grand piano they had rented for 
the Holly Near cmcert. The piano company 
asked bee to hold on for a moment, and when 
they retmned to the pime they told her they 
were in the prcx:e.ss of being reppssessed and the 
piano in questim was, at that moment, being 
loaded mto a truck to be taken away. Then their 
ligtting company told 1hem they couldn't come 
tlrough m that date. All this only a few days 
beforeHolly'ssoldoutshow. Somehow,itcame 
togedlt7. 
Rita and Beth repcrt M they have not 
encounteredanyfcrmsofdiscriminatim<rnega-
tivityintheirbusinessdealings. Theirligttingand 
sound people are males, and~ men are truly 
supportive of Wild his. Bob Blackwell~ been 
their sound tech for the past nine years. This 
questimraisedasensitiveis&lefor~women. 
''Wlw about using women t.eclniciaos?'', 
!asked. 
Beth explained thatth:re are explicitstan-
danlssetforthin theperf<rmfl"s' cmtiacts, and the 
me woman ttiey know of who qualifies to meet 
~standarmisinMwachlsetts. They'vetried 
tousem-, butsheisinsuchgreatdemaodthatthey 
have been unable to retain her sea:vices. 
Bobreceivc;scomplimmts on his expertise 
from all sources. He's afeminist, and w<>lks vecy 
Presented by Wild Iris: Barbara Higbie - Teresa Trull 
down. F<r that reason, the chun:h offers the best 
circumstances web' which to hold thcir shows. 
"Give me yoor worst case scenario," I 
demanded. As they ~shifted uocamy in their 
se.ats, Beth reluctantly began. "All rigl1 y OU 
want a W01Secase ... '' Ritachime,s in:, ''Our w<rSt 
case was ~ 13 people showed up f<r Elaine 
Townsend." Elaineisablue&'folksingedromout 
West, and coocert c:,qx:ases ran ~ $2000. 
well with Rita and Beth, and ~ they were 
able to find someone to exceed what they have 
now, they will net make a dlange here. Gary 
~.ofKlmdilreSOWld, istheligttingpe,scn 
who bailed 1hem out of thcir Holly Near disaster. 
Heisveryknowledgeableandhclpful, and though 
heis asoond persmhimsdf, hepcfm; to let Bob 
do 1hesound. - . 
Rita and Bc:thbothrepcn1hattheJXeSSlll'C 
to use women in these roles comes from their 
audiences. Beth agreed with my genecal stae-
ment that the tedmicaJ. realities of thcir ~ 
doesnotalwaysallowthemtofollowtheirpoliti-
cal instincts. 
This discussim of using males a.s urlmi-
cians h:ought up the general subject of how 1hey 
deal wi1h political issues. Rita disclosed that they 
often fare this JXoblem in the nature of the an-
nouncements they are asked to make at a concert 
'loose announcements can range from a NOW 
meeting,toacivildisobedienceatMaineMed,but 
they all have to be app-oved by the artist who is 
appearing that night 11w proviso is in the 
cootract, so in most instances the da;ision to 
annoonce, <r not, is not up to Wild Iris. 1me 
have been cnly a few times when peq,le have 
been unhappy aboot a Wild Iris decisim, but the 
~ity is usually short-lived 
Anah:1- place where Wild Iris draws the 
line is with its mailing list 'Iooy will not give it 
out, rut they are willing to include someone's 
flyer wi1h a mailing they are doing, if M groop 
will share 1he mailing cost. -
On•~im, this policy~ caused some 
cmflict, a.s p-essure has been h:ought to bear by 
otlas to tum over this list 'There is some irmy 
here. Rita and Beth are putting m ~shows m 
their own time and often at their own expense, 
and it seeim \Dlfair that they should have to take 
arose in thcir roles a.s concert JXOIDOterS when 
their real motive is community-hlilding. 'loo 
cnly cooditim they put on mailings· and an-
nouncements is thattheyconf<rm to their mission 
statementwhichin general, istoiromote women. 
A mef histay of Rita's and Beth's show 
biz career is a.s follows: nine years ago Pine Cone 
~tims wa.s f<rmed, of which Rita and Beth 
were only a part. From that, a women• s co-q> of 
ninememberswa.sfcrmed,butbecauseofpersm- \ 
alities and othfrJXobletm, itdidn 't worlc. The~ 
q, wentfromninemembers totlree, and then Rita 
and Beth f<rmed Wild Iris. In 1his discussim of 
~facts,bothwomenmentionednotwantingto 
stq>manyonr;'stoes,solet'swueanapologyto 
anymerightnow who m4# disagree with or be 
offended by this histay. 
Beth taDccd movingly about how, a.s a 
college studcut, she had hated speecll ~ and 
fe.ared getting up in frmt of peq,le to speak, but 
that now she 1w no JXoblem getting up on the 
stage, grabbing the mike, and saying that she is a 
lesbian, and urging folks to vote f<r this Ol' 1hal 
because''it'soorrights." Adm Beth, "empower-
ment comes to us in strange ways." 
Bethisawareofthe wommintheaudience 
who may not yet be able "to pull 1hal triggei'. hit 
who, aftfl' listening to her, tothesingec, and to the 
music, will feel better about mself, and come 
away empowered. Rita says that women who 
attend ~ events f<r the first time undergo a 
wondecfully uplifting experience to realize that, 
"tbereareotlas." Oneofthebigpay-offsforboth 
Rita and Beth is that evm if someooe doesn'f 
comeouta.saresultof~shows, atleastduring 
the concert <r the dance, they can be themselves 
and feel safe. 
An impcnant message thatRita wanted to 
cooveyto women is tbatifWtld Iris doesn't lring 
a Cns Williamson_ or ah:£ wdl-known name to 
Portland, but rather and unknown, they want their 
audiencetotrustthemenoughtocometotheshow 
anyway, believing tha they wouldn't bode talent 
thatwam 'tgood. Thee,cperiencewill lmadenthe 
audience membel- a.s wdl. 
1ooy use the example of Suede, who they 
believe ~ a marvelous voice and is multi-tal-
ented. At first ha shows werepoorly atmded. It 
tocic 1breepcrlormances t6 build 1heaudience for 
Suede, and when finally 200 people showed up 
form-, some said, "where~ she been.?" 
'loo~ whyWild_Irisdoesn'tgetLily 
Tomlin <r kd lang is the prohibitive expemc= 
involved, and besides you can ·hear these type 
performers easily. We all recalled Tracy 
Oiapman's appearance at a New England Folk 
Festival at the Somerville Theatec years ago. I 
wondered if Tracy was officially "out" yet, and 
they weren't sure. As to why she might not be, 
they surmised tha she JXobably is not supp<Ited 
in thatda;ision, and then Rita told the story about 
Suede who wa.s ~ by a big agent who 
toldmto losealotof weigltandshe' d "make it" 
But some women will ·not sell-out. Wild Iris 
applauds tha;e perfonnecs who have declared 
themselves, but also wcbstanm tha;e who, for 
whatever reasm, have not. 
In \\Tcfl)ing up, I asked them to give me 
their best case scenario, or most stand-wt mo-
ment For Rita, it's the comments aftfl' the show 
of tmlled patrons. It's seeing· new faces in the 
audience, and at the dances, and the aeatim of 
safespacef<r lesbians. Bethdoesthep:>.one worlc. 
andsheisp~ wi1htherepitationtba,t Wild Iris 
~ hlilttlroughoutthe music industry. They are 
a trusted name. 
Beth also recalls the Holly Near cooceat 
and the song Singing for Our Lives . The entire 
audience was standing, holding hands and sway-
ing. She peeks outfromthe~eamomentslike 
~ or when th:re is a comedian and everyone 
is laughing, and she sees te.ars of joy on the 
people' sf.aces. Thcsemommts makeitall worth-
while f<r Rita and Beth of Wild Iris Productions, 
Inc., and the entire community owes them a debt 
of gratitude, f<rin hlilding women' scommunity, 
they cmich 1he lives of us all. .. 





America'. s Puritanheritagecauses us to be 
rather sex--piobic. This then results in our not 
tallcingaboutsex,sexuality,sexualfulfillment, er 
even the piysiology of sex. F<r an activity that 
most people engage in, and want to be proficient 
at, we teach oor children vay little about being 
sexual. The reality and extent of our sex-phobia 
became clear as we began doing AIDS p-even-
tion educaticn. 
Somelessom thatweareleaming from the 
epidemic about sexuality are that it's diffi::ult to 
talk about sex; yet sexuality is pat of everyone's 
life. We had fozgaten that peq,le are sexual 
tlrougoout their entire lives, including children 
and older adults woo are sexual with themselves 
and withothm. We had to leain to talk about sex 
tovariousgroup;ofpeoplebccauseHIVissp:ead 
sexually, and p-eventing infection requires ~ 
cific knowledge. atitudes and skills. The mirrer 
oftheepidemicpointedoutthedoobl.estandards, 
ignoranceandfearwehaveasacultureaboutsex. 
So how do you teach about anew disease 
caused by a virus that can be found in semen, 
blood, and vaginal fluids, without talking about 
sex? Many looked fer such an umealistic ap-
p-oach, but it doesn't exist F.arly in 1985, I 
remember asking a school district in up;tate 
New Y a:k to allow our trained educational 
voiuntea's to ccme and speak to students about 
AIDS. They were vay wary and enlisted the 
adviceofthechairoftheSocialStudiesdepartment 
in making their decisicn. 
When I saw this woman walk into 1he 
room, I felt we were doomed. Hee tigtiJ:y 
womid bun at the back of m neck and thick 
glassescnaseriousface,.stm»-typicallspolceto 
me of oonservatimi, spiD&flhxxl and fear. She 
todcm seat and addressed the Superintendent of 
Schools and simply said, 'Well, I nevec thwght 
I would be talking about anal in~ in a 
social studies class, but that is exactly what I am 
doing. Students need 1his informaticn." 
Ibreathedabigsighofrelief,asclearly1his 
woman wasinfluentialinthatdistti:t. I pivatel.y 
c~ded myself for my original stereotypical re-
sponse. This isasuccessstaythat, unfcxturutely, 
was not repeated in enough school districts 
tlrougooutthecountry. lt'snow 1993, andmimy 
adolesce:nts are still not receiving the functional 
knowledge to p-event thar own infection with 
HIV. So, the need fer talking about sex in the 
public schools w~madecleartous, even though 
we should have been poviding sexuality educa-
tion all alcng. 
The most obvious lessen that we arelean-
ing is thatnttall peq,learehctaoscxual.! Homo-
sexuals and bisexuals are pat of all societies and 
cultures. In fact, homosexuality is a regularly 
occurring natural paiomeoon. Sexual orim1a-
David 
mitb, Ed. 
ti.on is varied in all societies. An important effect 
of the epidemic (and the ccncwrent gay rights 
movement) is that youngsters who are gay have 
more~ to infmnation than ever _before. It 
isn't likcly 1hat a young gay man or lesbian will 
feel 1hatbeer she is the "only oo.e," an occurrence 
so CODllllCll in my genernticn. 
We are also learning that people express 
theirsexualityinhmdredsofways-andrelatively 
few of those ways transmit HIV. Safer sex came 
to be the focal point of brochures, di.scussioM, 
community dialogues and news articles. While 
there was a ha.sis for agreeing what was "safer," 
there was actually little mdetstanding of what 
w~ "sexual!" We began to leain how to talre a 
sexual history so that an individual could assess 
mown risk of infecticn. We leainedhowto talk 
about sex in front of large groups of peq,le- and 
many of us leamed how to do 1hat in a ncn-
homopiobic way. 
Gay men in particular were challenged to 
take a long and clear look at sexual behavicrs. 
Who am I as a sexual being? Who are we as a 
sexual peq,le? In determining the best education 
toprovidefor gaymenatrisk ofHIV infeeticn, we 
again ran into cultural homophobia Gay male 
culture is a sexually explicit culture, yet we were 
forl>iddentouresexuallyexplicit,culturallysound 
materials. While we began looking at ways to 
p-ovide culturally specific ~ on to various 
other populatioo.s, we often failed to see gay men 
and/orlesbiansasbeingpartofadistinctcultureof 
their own. 
Teaching about AIDS and, specifically, 
p-evention educaticn, identified for us oo.eof oor 
biggec cultural mytm, behavior change is easy. 
Many sougtt a silver bullet, an ideal p-ogram., or 
just the riglt words to deliver to an audience and 
magically e.ach persoo in the audience would 
change his/her behaviers. Changing established 
behavior is very difficult. 
It requires and individual to have fimc-
tional knowledge, approp-iate attitudes and the 
skills needed tomakethechange. We also leanied 
that sustaining a behavior change is very difficult 
Probably anycne who has ever been en a diet 
could have told us 1hat. But we were fortunate in 
thisepidemictohavesomanypeopleinrecovay 
modeling very effective behaviors. 
The 12-Step movementhas grown greaiy 
inthela&.decadewithits approa;:htomaintaining 
behavior change. So often we fcrget 1hat these 
p-ograms are ntt just aboot stopping a behavior 
and adopting anew behavier, butmaintaining1hat 
new behavior for life. Weare fortunate to have so 
many individuals, wiseandknowledgeableabout 
addicticn and recovery, waking togedn in this 
epidemic. . 
... continued on page J 5 
New MUGPA Board 
and Officers elected 
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alli-
ance held its annual meeting on September 
19th. in Augusta. Newly elected officers are: 
President, Karen Geraghty; Vice-President, 
Celeste Gosselin; Treasurer, Larry Bliss; Sec-
retary, Alan Steams, and Membership Secre-
tary, Lauraine Bernier. 
Newly elected Board members are Jody 
Brinser (Presque Isle), Jim Martin (Bangor), 
Judy Carter (Camden), Ray Gagnon (Auburn), 
Judy Edgerly (Hallowell), Rita Clifford 
(Windham), Jan Welch (Lewiston), Brian 
Kaufman (Gardiner),PatriciaPeard(Falmou1h), 
Mary McPherson (Camden), Al LaPan (Au-
gusta), and David Jackson (Pittsfield). , Jim 
Michaud and Dennis Qiurchman were also 
named alternates to the Board. 
-Monday 
Bud,Nite 
Free Buffet 4 - 9 p.m. 
AU Bud, Bud Light & 
Bud Dry Bottles $1.50 
Wednesday 
Mix To Your 
Pleasure Nile 













The MLGPA would like to extend a 
special thanks to retiring board members and 
officers including: Mary MacLean, F. E. 
Pentlarge, Harry Gordon, Anke ·s iem, Paula 
Aboud, Ellie Goldberg, Dick Dickinson, and 






B52.s & Cum Shots 







Bter Connoisseur Nite 
Join Our Beer Club Free 
Drink All 20 Beers & 
Receive 2 Souvenir 
Rage Beer Mugs!! 
Dolllffitic Bottles $1.7S or 21$3.00 
Im rts & Ales 100 or .50 
Friday (Opea tU 2:30 a.m.) 
Cover 8 p.m. -1 a.m. $3.00 
4 -9 p.m. Free Buft'et 
All Miller & Miller Lite Bottles $1.SO AU Schnapps Shots $1.50 
Saturday Sunday 
Cover 8 e,m. -1 a.m. Sports Day Open @ 2:30 a.m. 
4 • 9 p.m. Free Buffet Noon to 8 p.m. 
Rolling Rock Bottles $1.50 Free Buffet 2 p.m. • 4 p.m. 
Lg. Pitcher of Mil. Best $4.00 FREE GIVEAWAYS! 
Lg. Pitcher of Labatts $4.00 10 oz. Drafts $1.00 
Petes & Becks Bottles 2.00 Domestic Bottles 1.75 
123 Franklin Street 
Bangor, Maine 
Pnone:947-1213 · 





By: Lucien Hasten 
1be Rage, Bangor's h<X, new dance club 
for our community, had its first PRIDE WEEK 
August22ndthough29th. Theweclcwaskicked 
off on SlDlday with 1he ~ Maine AIDS 
Ne:twodcBenefit,featuringaCasinoNightwi1ha 
Las Vegas style Drag Show. 
The Casino portion of 1he evening coo-
sisted of gambling with play money 'Mlich you 
pun:ha.sed with 1he real stuff! There was a bladc-
ja::ktable, wheel offcrtune, and a~ table. All 
the meney wen en these tables was used to 
pucha.se items auctioned off lat.et:in the evening. 
The Las V egaistyle Drag Show fe.atured 
perl'crmet"s from Peacock Productions. The 
evening ended wi1hdancingandsocializing. This 
wasahlge~ f<rtheNe:twodcas wcllas for 
The Rage. 
Menday night was the niglK fer the men. 
OrisStmefrom WildeSideProduction.swas our 
live entatainment The evening started out with 
apiotosessien wha:ecwtomeis were able to get 
their inoto takfn with Oms. Larez that evening, 
Oris perf<Ened his erotic dmng, 'Mliclt the 
crowd loved! 
Following Ouis' perl'crmance, there was a 
questien and ans\\U sessien with Oris. The 
evening ended en a high as Oris gave out 
autognqned p~ and talked wi1h~. 
Tuesday niglK was supposed to be a quiet 
night wi1hn~ planned. This was to let staff 
,as well as customeis, recoup from 1he lmy 
weekend Well, we had a smpise. OJris Stooe 
did an encae perf<Enance. and we also had a 
female daDa% fer the women. Michelle Venill 
did her dance routine to the delight of 1he lesbian 
and bi customem. The evening cmcluded wi1h 
everyene dancing and having a good time. 
Wednesday was the Grand Opening of 
The Rage Store. Items sold in 1he store include 
OUfrageoos T-shirts, Rage shirts, jadcets and 
_ glassware,jewehy,snacks,magazines,andmuch 
more. Additicnal items are expected in sooo. 
Thm;day was our actual quietniglt This 
was a niglK of all request dance IInWC, and 
socializing. It was also aniglK for 1he employees 
and the owner to get ready for the Big Weekend 
ahead: Friday, Grand Opening Nigla! 
Friday night was 1he niglK wor1h waiting 
for. The Rage was neatly decorated wi1hstream--
eis, a grand opening banner, balloom (all 300 of 
them, all en the dance flocr!). The staff were very 
dapperandfestivethatnight MichelleandCluis-
tina were in Ieng tails, tq> hats, gloves and canes. 
They took tmns taicing meney and q,ening the 
doer fer every customel'. 
Bah bartenda:s, Randy (also the owner), 
andKeith,andtheDJ,Lucim, werehotpinkbow 
ties and cUDllllemmds wi1h their tuxedo's .Lots 
of activities were planned 1hat night They in-
cluded a beerchlgging contest, ajalepenopeppec 
eating contest (whew!!), and a pinata lreaking 
between 1he gentlemen and ladies. 
Lots of irizes were given away: T-shirts, 
glassware, mimrs, clocks, and acompitec. We 
danced all night, and treakfast was 5(7Ved from 
1:30 to 3:30 in 1he morning. 
Saturday night was om extended Grand 
Opening celebation with mere giveaways, and 
drink specials. A two-nigla stay in Portland was 
eneof1hemanyprizes given out. Lots of dancing, 
socializing, and lreakfa.5t topped off the fcsivi-
ties. 
On Sunday, TheRageheldabenefitfcrthe 
Sheltec for the Homeless. We had live entertain-
ment wi1h local talents, including the band, Pale 
Faith The evening was filled with heart-wam--
ing, as wellasC<>1m;acts. hwasasuc.cesmtlnight 
for 1he homeless sheltec. 
The Rage and its staff want to thank all 
· who supported the events held during 
PRIDE WEEK. We hope everyone had a 
great time! •• 
, 
Lucien Hastens, bartender, Randy Debay, owner The Rage Store Windo 
BOOKS ON 
REVIEW 
By: BU'll-Triangle Books 
Stoner McTavi.sh 
Sarah Dreher, Author 
New Victoria Publishers 
$7.95 
In this first book ofSarahDreher' sStoner 
McTavishMystecies,DreherpllDlgesrightinto 
the plot Stoner, a travel agent by trade, finds 
herself playing detective. Her AuntHennione, 
a palm reader, isconvinced thatherclient, Mrs. 
Burton, must retain Stoner to iwist with a 
"little" problem. 
Mrs. Burton's granddaughter, Gwen, is 
intrwble, <rsoMis. BurtonandAuntHmnione 
believe. They con Stonec into going to the 
Grand TetonNationalParlcand rescuing Gwen 
from bee deadly fate. 
Dreher gracefully transports you from 
Boston to the Midwestern Grand Tetoos. With 
her descriptive language she give.s a vivid 
account of the Tetoos and makes you feel their 
powec and strength. 
Stoner arrives at Timberline Lodge, 
where Gwen and Bryan, her new husband, are 
staying. 1here she meets Stell Perkins, owner 
of the ranch. Stell fulfills the role, and meets 
1he needs of the modiec Stonec always desired. 
WhcnStonec saw Gwen close-up for the 
first time, she was breathless. 1he picture she 
had been shown excited her, but nothing had 
prepared her for the real woman sitting across 
the room from her. She was of average height, 
on 1he thin side, but firm-bodied, and ha hair 
wasalightdoe-skinbrown. Stoneraossedthe re 
room and approached their table. Gwen's 
mahogany eyes met hers. 
Stoner knew right then and there that she 
had to stop 1heevil she saw unfolding. She had 
to save this beautiful woman from the fate that 
her Aunt had foretold. She would stop at 
nothing, take any challenge ... 
Can Stonec stay one step ahead ofBryan 
to save Gwen from death? Can she change 
what fate has already detennined? Join Stoner 
on her first adventure of 1he now five titles 
available. " 







OPEN TUESDAYS THROUGH SATURDAY TILL 9 P.M. 
r-,.Y.««~-•-~-~O'B - 1 
I Bring our own magarita, beer or wine I 
i We'll supply the rest. f 
I I 
LNN~•--,-v-,~~9..: .. Y..~~-~ .. ~.?.~~e~~~ ..... - .............. J 
282-8899 
17 FRANKLIN STREET BIDDEFORD, MAINE 
BEHIND THE COURT HOUSE 
.- Chew on This 
'There arc so many books written aboqt 
the impmaoce of good nutrition; so many in 
fact. that it is mere than p<>Mible to become 
completely confused by the often conflicting 
information flooding the market 
1bere is one particular writer on the 
topic of health and nutrition I would like to 
introduce in this column. Dr. FJson M. Haas is 
the author of StQina Bcalt1'J With the Sca-
lSlDI. and StQtna Ucelthy With Nutrition. 
bbth published by Cel~ Arts. 
Dr. Haas is a medical doctor, train~ in 
Western medicine, who has also studiednutri-
tionandthe~approachtohealing. 51-J: 
ma Bcalthy With the ScalODI is a 243 page 
introduction to good nutrition and heal1h by 
combining the best of W estem and Eastern 
approach. Haas is a fum pr~cnt for using 
diet as a means of staying healthy, as well as 
relieving stressors on the body lrougbt about 
by the misuse of food and environment 
StQtn1 ffcaltlly With Nutrition is 
nearly 1200pages in length, and is actually the 
equivalent of two nutrition texts used in most 
.schools offering degrees in nutrition. This 
book then goes beyood what most texts offe% 
to, again, combine Eastern and Western ~ 
proaches. 
StQina Ucalthy With the Scau,• is 
y all-time favorite because it is a sound, basic 
introductioo to good nutrition and healthcare. 
Haas introduces the rcade% to homeopathy, 
prevcntion,nutrition,mbology, Cliine.,e medi-
cine, and allopathic medicine. 
After giving a general introduction on 
each of these topics, Haas divides his book by 
seasons, presenting goodhealthcarcandnutri-
tion for each. 'There arc five seasonal sections 
rather than four; late SUIDIDCI: is addtt.sscd as a 
season all its own. 
Juice fasting isdi.scussedasasafewayto 
ease from SUll1ll1a into fall, and from spring 
into summe%; a way to make the seasonal 
transitions smooth, a way to cleanse the body 
in preparation for the activities ahead. liaas 
also recommmds ''.juicing" as a way of life, 
and suggests ooe day a week of juicing to 
Rose Mary _ 
Denman 
maintain balance and energy. 
To do juice fasting, you will need an 
electric juice%. They can be pUIChased for $45 
up to $500. Here's a days' worth of juicing I 
particularly enjoy. 
For breakfast. try combining either wa-
termelon and cantaloupe or, my favorite, can-
taloupe and pineapple. You might find the 
juice too thick to your taste, in which case you 
can cut it with warm water. Never drink juice 
cold It is too hard on the stomach. 
For lunch, try a broth made from boiling 
one large beet, two stalks of celery, one potato, 
one onion, and a handful of greens (spinach, 
beet, kale or any other of your choice). Cliop 
vegetables in large chunks. Put in a pot of 
bottled water ( about two quarts) and boil for an 
hour. Strain the liquid and enjoy. You can 
Se%Ve the vegetable to anothe% membe% of your 
household, or save it for your dinner the next 
evening. 
For dinne%, my all-time favoritechoice is 
juicing five large cairOts and two stalks of 
celery. Again, you might want to cut it with 
about one third warm water to two thirds juice. 
If you have never tried carrot juice befcre, you 
arc in for areal treat It has a gentle, sweet taste. 
Except for the broth, which can be re-
frigerated and then heated over, never prepare 
fresh juice ahead of time. Instead, wait lDltil 
you arc ready to drink it Making it ahead, and 
then storing it, will rob the juice of valuable 
vitamins and minerals. 
Thep~ of juicing is not only to give 
your body achancetorestfrom all the digestive 
work it d<>e8 on a daily basis, but also to boost 
it with much needed vitamins and min~. 
If juicing interests you, or you are inter-
ested in making changes in your present diet, I 
••• in.otivation ••• 
.- .. _. _ .... ·· · · anryon h'aving-m>aw.~~ remembering how it feels? 
( · Col!flJjO.if :~l'!'•J 
stop; · Sc\ , .(/ stop! . · · >:>i!gp! 
deprmion.. ·--.:\: ···-.... _ procramnation... self denial ... 
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would recommend purchasing Stayin1 
Ucelthy With the Scamns, It's not a read-
-once-and collect-dust kind of book, but one 
that could serve you well for many years to 
come. 
As with any major change in eating 
habits, it is always best to consult your medical 
practitioner beforehand. If you are a healthy 
adult, juicing one day each week can be an 
effective way to maintain good health. If you 
have any major illness, please consult your 
healthcare professional first 
If your practitioner works strictly from 
a Western perspective, he or she might think 
you a bit daffy to want to try juicing. So do be 
prepared not to get a standing ovation for your 
efforts. You don 'tneed for your practitioner to 
tell you it's a wonderful idea, but you do need 
to know whether you have any medical prob-
lems which could be aggravated by juicing. 
As I look to future columns, it would be 
helpful to know what you would like to read 
about Write to CPR with ideas or questions, 
and I will respond . .. 
Working the parks: 
The AIDS Project 
brings safer sex 
education to public sex 
environment. 
By: Alan St«rns 
loo AIDS Project (f AP) in Portland ac-
tively provides dim:t SC%Vices to peq,le living 
with AIDS. TAP also educates target communi-
ties oo HIV and AIDS-related issues. 
As theq,idem;cmtinues, TAP and odier 
agencies have recognized the need to directly 
targetat-mkc.nmrmmirieswhichhavebeenlargely 
unreached by traditional AIDS education cam-
paigns. 
In ooesucheff<rt, MarlcGri.swoldofT AP 
coordinates an outreach program to men who 
have sex with men in public sex environments 
(PSE's), In the first year of the pogram, Made 
andagrwpofvoluntecl'shavepetSODallytalked 
to hundreds of men inPSE' sin public puks, rest 
~ and adult bodcst.ores. 
Wl1h each conveisatioo, Made and TAP 
voluntecl's hand out a packet with lul,ricated 
cmdoms, lubricant, mint cnl condmm, sh<rt 
flyers onsafer sex.and acmvenient lreathmint 
Acc<rding to Made, the whole point is 
dim:t ou1reach, going to where the at-risk peq,le 
are, rather than mping those people will come to 
a wcushop or read a bullean board. F<r most of 
these men, fear-based prevention doesn't wodc. 
Negaive mes.sages about their bdlaviors may 
i:roduce guih, anxiety, denial er "erotopiobia." 
lnslead, TAP' s efforts aresex-pootiveand 
health-positive, and specifically tailcred to a tar-
getmidienceintheparlcsandrest~ofPcrtland. 
Auhun, Lewiston. and Oxfcrd 
"I start with a lot oo introductiom," says 
Made when asked to tell usabouthis worlc. "I tell 
them my name, 1hatl'll be there a few times each 
week passing out condmm and informatioo oo 
safe sex and testing. It's all about getting mere 
than one contact so they know who I am and 1hm 
feel comf<rtable. 
"I walkuptotMl)'<mewho I think may be 
cruising. I'm pretty good at figuring wt who is 
there fer what reascn. 
"Most men are actually glad I'm there 
They like to find out M SOIDCIOOe wt there 
actually cares. Sometimes guys say, 'Aw, don't 
botherme,kid,' if they are really horny, er embar-
rassed, or in denial. In essmce, my Ve%Yp-escnce 
tells them that I know they are there for sex. But 
most people rea::t well. 
"lbcre are good days and bad days. ~ 
ventioo wodc: is tough becwse you can 'tinstantly 
see the results. loo successes may not be visible 
for years. 
''l'vehadafewreallypootiveexperiences. 





Saturday, November 13• , 1993 
8:00 pm 
rirst Parim Church 
425 Con&reS5 Street 
Portland, Maine 
GENERAL ADMISSION 
$12.50 In advance $14.00 day or show 
Secs:W •wn:d Snti,w: sn.oo _., a..;l&bll ™ ,,..: 
Waldlrit ~ P.O. Bal 17, W• ._..._ ~NOtJ 
Tid.llo.&lela:...._M_ ... W~iaPwtlall,rd.~Mlllic la 




cant:inJed £ran page 1 
... Betrayed 
The only member of Maine's Congres-
sional delegation to stand up to discrimination 
was Representative Tom Andrews. Represen-
tative Andrews voted against the amendment 
and issued the following statement regarding 
the lifting of the military's ban on gays and 
lesbians. 
"A person's sexual orientation should 
not be a basis for detennining their qualifica-
tion for military sel'Vice. But under current 
policy, capable and dedicated men and women 
in the armed forces are being forced outsimply 
because they are gay or lesbi~. It is time to end 
this discriminatory policy and I applaud Presi-
dent Clinton's pledge to do so." 
Robin Kane, spokesperson for the N-a-
tional Gay/Lesbian Task Force in Washington, 
D.C. said, "The vote by congress affirms dis-
crimination in the armed forces." According to 
Kane, there were also two other votes held in 
the House of R~entatives concerning ho-
mosexuals in the military. 
A proposed addition to the amendment 
to reinstate the policy of military recruiters 
questioning the sexual orientation of potential 
recruits was defeated 291-144. 
IS WHERE TO BE 
IN OCTOBER!! 
EUERV SUNDAY •••• 
SPOrts Day Larse Screen TU 
:$.~,t~~=:=!=$::::::=:J.f.J;J.{1.(t:J:::~ :,: :::: 
MOVl!NlQHT 
:~~::~~:,:1:1~:,,,:, ,.,$~=::m:i•~~=:::=i 
See draa in a special wa~ 
Ml. Mercedes • Ma. Rllo 
plu special appearances 
An evenini not to miss! 
:suttD.AM:=ocr::si,~:,:o.ance,:tit:=:2:JO,=amk 
HALLOWEEN 
1 /2 PRICE COVER IF IN COSTUME 
$100.00 TO BE GIVEN AWAYI! 
DANCE TIL 2:30 A.M. 
123 Franklin Street 
Bangor, ME• 947-1213 
Representative Tom Andrews: 
"A persons' sexual orientation 
should not be a basis for 
determining their quaHfications 
fpr mill · service. 
AIDS ~emor!al Quilt 
December exhibit 
By: Winnie Weir 
POR1LAND:TheNamesProject/Maine 
is sponsoring an exhibition of the AIDS Me-
morial. Quilt in Portland "to help all of us 
experience the humanity of AIDS," says Carol 
Hauser, media relations director for the group. 
In a telephone conversation with Ms. 
Hauser, she said approximately 416 panels are 
expected to be on display from Decemm7 1st 
through the 4th, at the YWCA, 87 Spring 
Street, Portland. The 52 12' x 12' sections will 
include most, if not all, of the Maine panels 
made to date celebrating the lives of men, 
women, and children who have died fromHN 
infection. 
The Opening Ca:emony will be at 6:00 
p.m. on December 1st, which is World AIDS 
Day. 
The schedule for the display are: 
Wed., Dec. 1st 6-9 p.m. 
Thurs., Dec. 2nd 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Fri. Dec. 3rd 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sat. Dec. 4th 9 am. - 6 p.m. 
OnSaturday,theClosingCeremonywill 
begin at 5:30 p.m. 
Viewing the Quilt is an experience that 
willtouchyourlifedeeply. Makeyourplansto 
be present For more information, orto volun-
teer to help with this tremendous effort, call 
The Names Project/Maine at 774-2198. •• 
continued from page 9 
. . . Hawaii 
Haleakala Crata:, a doonant volcano 1hat 
rises over 10,000 feet above sea level (you can 
actually drive to the top); Hawaii - the Big Island 
-ishometoanactivevolcano;Kauai-theGarden 
Isle - is where you will find W aimea Canyon, the 
''Grand Canyon" of Hawaii 
Hawaiiismeofseveralstatesthathavegay 
rights laws. his a very gay friendly place, which 
makesita verypq,ulargay/lesbiandestinatim. In 
Honolulu thereareapiroximately 10 gay/lesbian 
barsandnightclubs. Jnadditiootosevera!Bedand 
Breakfasts' , there is also a gay hotel, HotelHono-
lulu, which is wi1hin walking distance of m~ of 
the baLS and nightclum. 
Gay/lesbian owned and q,ecated p-q,er-
ties on 1heother islandsaren<tas plentiful as 1hey 
areinHmolulu However, 1hegay/lesbian 
traveller shoold not feel at all out of place staying 
in m~ of 1he nm-gay hotels and condos. In 
addition, therearesevecal be.aches that are known 
as gay/lesbian be.aches. Probably 1he best known 
is Queens Surf Beach located.in the Waikki 
sec:tim of Honolulu . 
I've been to Hawaii 11 times in 1he last 5 
years, and have been totally impressed with the 
q,e:oness of the Hawaiian ~le. not to just gays 
and lesbiam, hit to everyone who comes 1hcre. 
They a:e some of the friendliest ~le found 
anywhere in 1he wend 
Packages 1hat include mmd-trip airfare 
from Portland (via United and Dclta), hotel, and 
transfeis <r a rental car, start at about $1100 per 
pason f<r a 7 day, me island trip. Packages can 
be designed to suit ywr needs and desires from a 
simple me island trip to one that takes in five 
islands, M ~ 
continued from page 12 . 
. .. Epidemic, Part III 
Our sexuality is a great gift A gift to 
oun.elves and a gift to others. Being sexual is part 
ofbeing mman. We can take all we are learning 
and apply it to creating compreh2isi.ve sexuality 
education~ for all children so 1hat wecan 
raise' a generation of sexually literate, heal1hy 
Americans. " 
IS FOR KITCHEN 
ISFOR ~•--, 
IS FOR TUNA 
we cook here 
each day 
IS FOR AIR CONDISH 
·,Je. 
IS FOR HEALTHY c~~;ne. 
IS FOR DECOR The best that you've seen .. . 
IS FOR ICE CREAM It's well 
worth the fu ss! 
'Nl.' . IS FOR . NoeoDY DOES IT 
~ · LIKE US!! 
774-1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET 




Thurs.IM Matlovich Society, 7:3~9:00 pm,° 
Rines Auditorium. Portland Public Lil:nry, 5 
Mooument Square Del Rkhards, historian & 
author ofl moo Lists disaJSSes ha new book. 
"Superstars: TwdveLabians Who<lllmged 
the World." Booc-signingrecq,tiooatDropMe 
A Line, 615A Ccngress St following tm meet-
ing. 
Thurs.IM AlhunReleasePartytocelcbratetm 
releaseof"Y agottawannaLive!'' recorded live 
ilPcrtsmoutb. AtTheLoaf &Ladle, 9W~St, 
Exeter, NH, 8:00pm. $.5 cova. Call (603) 778-
9619 ferrescrvatioos. 
Fri.-Sun.1~1000 ''WeareEvcry\\bere" At-
lantic Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Cmf., Halifax 
NS. FMl-{9<12) 429-7922. 
Sun.lWlO 5-lOpm, Spmd to F.od Discrimina-
tionatSisaCreatioos,Fm:port. 15% of receipts 
during these J:nus goes to FPL 
Sun.1000 Black& White Block Party at Metro 
Padcing Lot, 18 Park St, Lewiston. FMI: 786-
6.511. FPL funkcli.ser. 
Mon.lWll NATIONAL COMING OUT 
DAY, bdp creat.e a supportive en'firmmmt 
for py, lesbian and bisexual people to oome 
out. Be "risible, get political, educate, and 
party. 
Mon.1001 Cocktail Party atSJates in Hallowell, 
sponsored by MLGPA ~ a fund-raisafer FPL, 
J-61-8376. 
Tues.1W12 7:30pm, Ludeke Auditorium, 
Wesdrook College, Stevc:m Ave., Patland, 
RicbardRobcrts, pianist, plays Bach, Boedioven, 
Oiopinfavcrites: Sleepm, Awake!, Sheep May 
Safely Graze, Nocturne, Op. 9/l ~ more. 
Admission. is free. 
Wed.1003 6:30pm, NH Coalition to F.od 
Discriminaion hosts a fall rally at NH College, 
Northcampus, tosbow stao-widesuppcnof1he 
introductioo of anti-di"Criminatioo ammdmcnt 
Thurs.1004 MalovichSociety, 7:3~9:00 pm, 
Rines Auditorium, P<riand Public Lilnry, 5 
MonumentSquare. '4SemogPeopleintbeAIDS 
Epidanic." Stafffrom TheAIDSProjectprescnt 
tm latest oo irograms, community needs, and 
sta.eand federal develq,ments. Matlovrh Soci-
ety welcomes new Executive Director of TAP, 
Debcrah Shiel~. 
Fri.-Sun.1005-1007 NH Women Meeting 
WomentriptoP-TownferWomen'sWeckend 
FMI:Bamara, (603) 881-4268. 
Sat.1006 MaineCJiaim NOW Annual Confa-
ence, University of ME, Augusta. 
Thmie:WQD)S71'S Hr,alth and Fropomq· Yom: 
Mmey er Yom:Life, Registration is 9 am, $15 fer 
membd's, $18 fer non -members. Lunch is $.5. 
llree wodcshq>s from 10:30 am to 5:00 pm. 
Evening fund-raising perlcrmance, 8 pm with 
DianaHaosen&Pixiel..auer atJewettHall. $.5.00 
at 1he doer, free to ccnferees. FMI: 626-3554, 
582-1004, er 623-4787. 
Sat.1006 2-5pm,MLGPAmonthlyboordmeet-
ing. l.Jnrurian-Univcmilist<lnm:h, Summer and 
Wmdrq,Sts.Augusta. FMI,callKarenGerag!Ky-
761-8376. NGIEOIANGEFROM SUNDAY 
TO SATURDAY thrrugh end of 1993. 
Sat.1006 Patty Lackin Cmcert, 8 pm, Fust 
ParishOmrch,425CoogressSt,Portland. $12.50 
in advance, $14 at tm doer. 
Sun.1W17 Maine Liglts, Lewistm Jr. Hi, Cen-
1ralAve. FPL fund-raiser with Tom Andrews et 
al Call FPL offre-777-3037. 
Sun.1W17 Nmhmi Lambda Nerd mm1hly 
meeting. Rm.114-B, Pullen Hall UMPl 3pm 
(ME), 4pm (N-B). 
Mon.1008 :Equal Protectioo ME, Cumberland 
Qy.chaptfrmeets atSt.Luke'sF.piscq,alClmch, 
145 State S1reet 7 :00 p.m How to stop tm 
petition against gay/lesbian rigtu to be discussed 
and a planned fcrmulated 
Tues.1009 "Dealing with~ Far Rigk" a 
trainingspomoredbytmFamily Planning Coun-
cil of NH. FMI: (603) 224-4394. 
Wed.10/20 2nd planning discussioo oo erganiz-
ing to figlt anti-gay/lesbian fon:es, 6pm (ME), 
7pm (N-B), followed by a 
NLN Fold & Stuff tm Novemba mailing. Meet 
at 1he Ph<neline, Caribou., 7 pm (ME), 8pm (N-
B). (207) 498-2088. 
Wed.10/20 Portland Museum of Art q,ens 
exhibitof ProjectFacetoFace. Createdby J~ 
Dilley of San Francisco, Pt~crt Face to Face 
f~ oo individuals living with AIDS. Fmely 
detailed life masks, rcccrded <nl histories and 
Jrinted stories invite viewm to ob;erve 1he faces 
!!:1:i.f:~~:: i\:81.1111!~~:: -~,:!1.lri;:~~~ 
·bq$=:=. -=-- -, .-.-.:: _-_=-_ .. .. -. ::.= <~M?\?=/\?\):? Jf!!t)=):):t(=(/((: 
You can have PERSONAL POWER even with the IRS. 
Call before the IRS contacts you.· 





and to Jar tm voices of peq,le coping with this 
~- On exhibit droogh Da:. 5th. See Nov. 
RAINBOW RF,SOURCES 
CPR fer in depth interview with J~ Dilley. The Maine Lesbian/Gay Pditical Alliance 
Thurs.1W21 Grand OpeningofDROPMEA (MI.JGPA) wOlks to tmllre equal treatment for 
LINE's new stae at 615A Congress St Joln our community thrrughoot Maine. For more 
Pre.stoo., recipient of 1he Lambda Award for dis- informatioo about meetings or membership, 
tinctioningay and lesbian writing, will be signing call 7~5656. (Ibis number now wOlks.) 
cq,ies of his new booc, flam and 1be Wml II Planned Parenthood, coofidential sel'Vices to 
(Penguin), from 6-8 pm. Drop Me A Line will women and men at 500 FcrestAve. Services 
cmtribute 10% of today's receipts to the include xqroductive health care, .screening and 
Matlavich Soddy. ~ fer SID, annual ex.mm, lilV info, 
Fri.-Sat. 1W22-1W.23 Communicatiom Train- education, testing at Sanford clinic. B~ on 
ing. "How tQ Use tm Media in Dealing with tm ability to pay. Ccndoms always free. Teen 
Oiristian Coalitions" spooscredbytmPro-Clioice walk-in clinics, Fri. aftemoai, Sat: mornings. 
ResourceCenterandPlaonedPareathood. Learn FMlca11874-1100. 
debatet.ecmiq~,pbrases&"sound bites"touse Women's~= An eclectic chcral 
against 1he Radical Right 970 Fcrest Ave., ensemble q,en. to all women regardless of age, 
Portland. .~ religioo, or sccual orientatioo is now 
Sat.10/23 Lit Drop in Lewiston. Vohmteer, call forming. If you want to become a member, er 
777-3037. can volunteer mganizational skills, send SASE 
Sat.10/23 NLN. Spmd some time helping to P.O. Box 7944,Portland, ME. 04112. 
erganize the Library, followed by a p« luck Include your telq,hone nUlllba, er call 772-
Bring dish to share. Starting at 1pm (ME), 2pm 0013. 
(N-B). FMI-(207)498-2088. Spiritual Group: Maine Gay Men's Cllaus is 
Thurs.1W28 Matlovich Society, 7:3~9:00 pm, a vohmteer community~ which brings 
Rines Auditcrium, Pmland Public Lil:nry, 5 mm togdln to enhance social tolerance and 
Mooument Square. ''Male Couples in Lmg- diversity in tm Greatfr Portland area~ well~ 
TennRdalimsbips;MaleCouplesasParmt&" affirming tm gay/lesbian expcricnce with 
Mike Fitzpatrick, ACSW, Seattle family thn-- creative musical entfrtainment FMI, Bruce-
pist, speaking. 839-4506 or write M.G.M.C, P.O. Box 10391, 
Fri.181'29 Clay Hill Fann Gay & Lesbian Hal- Portland, ME. 04104. 
loween Ball to benefit AIDS Response of tm Woodford's TOPdrnasters Oub: Non-profit 
Seacoast FMI:Clay Hill Fann, Ogunquit, ME - erganiz.ation devded to improving public 
(207) 361-2272 speaking and Jeadmhip skills in a friendly, 
Sat.ltvlO NLN Halloween Party. Details to be supportive atm~. Meets at 7 :30 p.m 
annoonced Call 1he Phmeline, (207) 498-2~8. evay Thursday at the West Falmouth Baptist 
Sat.ltvlO CAGLR danceatPat' sPeak. 8 pm, $6 . Chm:h, 18 Moontain Rd West Falmouth. 
per persai. FMI: 224-1686. .. FMI call 797-4915 or 892-7258. All ire 
welcomed. 
The Matlavidi Society- an educational and 
Send your calendar 
listings to CPR 
cultural erganiz.ation of lesbians, bisexualc;, gay 
men, and friends committed to sharing our 
hi.stay~ well~ providing pmcn-affirming 
iresentatioos and discussioos in a supportive 
enviomment Meeting on 1he secood and 
fourth Thursday, moothly, 7:30-0:00p .. m 
Portland Public Lil:nry, 5 Mooument Sq. 
Ccntact (207) 773-1200. 11 
by the 20th of each 
month for inclusion 
in this section. 
Free! 
Gay and Lesbian Travel 
New Year's Weekend • RSVP Cruises Waikiki / Hawaii • Atlantis Events 
in Montreal 
Dec 30-Jan 2 
from $299* 
includes RIT motorcoach, hotel, 
sightseeing, and more 
a Daysn Nights 
from $892* 
includes RIT Airfare, hotel, 
airport transfers, lei greeting 
•Per Person/Double Occup. 
• Windjammer 
Cruises 
• Olivia Cruises 
• Dude Ranches 
• Per Person/Double Occup. based on travel prior to 12/15/93 • Rafting Trips 
•Muchmore 
ADVENTURE TRAVEL, INC. 
Two ELS,~ WAY • P.O. Box 6610 
SCARBOROUQH, ME 0407 4 
(207) 885-5060 
I l c::, ¥\ 
Member 





.. Peaks Island: Tum of the century cottage with 
criginal charm, new systems, one be.droom on 
first flcxr plus full, finished ati.c, feoce.d yard 
with perennial garden. Village setting, near 
ferry. $91,000. Pleasecall 7(,6..5643. 
APARTMENI' FOR RENf 
•-Gardinel': Roomy, uniqu~ fun in gay pogtive 
envirorunentAffordablememdtwobedroom 
apartments available, $250-$350 plus utilities. 
For mere infODDatim, call 582-2725. 
APARTMENI' TO SHARE 
.. Lociting for a nm-smoking male to share my . 
house in Camden. $200 mmthly, plus one-half 
utilities. Private bath. Call 236-8935. 
.. Lociting for non-smdcing female to share 
spacious, 5 1/2 room apartment 2 bedrooms, 
dining room, large living room, kitcl¥2l., 
finisred ~ with washec/dryer. Ample 
stcnge, parking, small pmch & yard. One 
block from private beach, near R Williams. 10 
min. to downtown Pcrtland $275 monthly, 
plus utilities. Call 799-4734. 
HELPW~ 
•Physiailly cbaDmged male in his 40's seeks 
male CNA, non-sm<icer fer Portland home:>-
~ pe,:sooal care. Please call Cl'R offic.e, 
879-1342, and leave message with your name, 
inme number, best time to call yw. Refet'-
ences nece&ary. 
LOOKING FOR WORK 
"Lesbian graduae studen"-wcmng on MS in 
:Education-will BABY-SIT in your home er 
mine. (Have divme collection of nm-violent, 
non-sexist bo<ics-including Alysoo Publica-
tiom--and toys; no 'IV.) Extensive 
expe,:imce. References. Available weekends, 
some evenings. $4.50Alr. (207) 871-0477. 
PERSONAI.S 
-Lesbian, 49, a:tractive and fim-loving. 
Looking fer a swl-mae. Like going to Clubs 
er just staying home for candlelight dinner. 
Am a pufessional looking fer someooe to talk 
to and share my life. Write Adv~ #3496, 
c/o this paper. 
•-Dad wants son. Must be loving, honest, 
sincere, andhard-wa:king. Let's share good 
times together if you like older men. Dad is 
active, loving, diversified, explcring. Late40's. 
Write Rm, P.O. Box 1169, Sanford, Maine 
04073. 
-Lesbian, 39. I'm 5'4", 130 h, green eyes, 
lrown hair. F.njoy music, watching movies, the 
outdoors, nature, and keq,ing fit I'm feminine 
md a hopeless romantic. Sincere, honest, 
monogamws. Are you like me, sean:hing fer a 
faithful friend to share your life with? You may 
be that spcial Jady! Will answer all responses. 
Rime number and we'll talk. Write to 
Ad~#1725, c/o Comonmity Pride 
Rep<rtel', 142 High St, #634, Pooland, ME 
04101. Your mail will be forwarded to me. 
••Lesbian in m early 40' s looking to share 
time with same. Would like to meet someooe 
who enjoys hiking, canoeing, camping, music, 
md theatc'l'. W wld be interested in hearing 
from you. Write Adv~. P.O. Box 1111, 
Gray, Maine 04039. 
OPENHOUSE 
--Silver Moon Jewelry Holiday Open House. 
Friday, November: 19th, 5-8 p.m, Saturday, 
November: 20th, 10 am-4 p.m, Sunday, 
November: 21st, 1-4 p.m. 
Fme hand-aafted jewelry including rings, gem 
pendmts and earrings in silver and gold 
Custom orde:l:s will be taken for that special 
ring. Gift certificaes will be available. Fer 
more infa:mation, call Judy Bullard at 883-
3863. 277 Broadtum Road, Scamorough 
H A. I R S T ·u D I . 0 
SUPPORT GROUP 
•Lesbian support and discussion grwp 
forming in November in Central Maine area 
Call hme Cox, L.C.S.W. at453-4403 for mere 
information. 
VOLUNfEE~NEEDED 
.. A support group for gay md lesbian teens in 
Aulmn, ~ volunteer: adult male and female 
meeting facilitators who might also be available 
to chaperone dances, assist various day trips 
and heJp in fund-raising. Write to OUf-
RIGIITJCentral Maine, P.O. Box 802, Aubmn, 
Maine 04212. 
CLASSIFIED RA TFS 
To place a classified ad in any of 
the above catagories (or another 
catagory of your selection), type 
or print clearly exactly what you 
wish to be printed. The cost is 
$8. for the first 40 words and 10¢ 
per word over 40. Personals add 
$2. for advertiser # & mail for-
warding. Make your check pay-
able to Community Pride 
Reporter. Send it with your ad 
before the 20th of the month. 
COMMUNITY PRIDE REPORTER DISTRIBUTORS 
Portland & So. Portland 
Drop Me A Line 
Ananael The AIDS Project 
Booklands (state-wide) 


















Hallowell-Fremont & Julien 
Kennebec Rowe Antiques 
Augusta-Harvest Time 
Bangor-The Rage,Mr. Paper-
back stores state-wide, 
Pro Libris 
Brunswick-Gulf of Maine Bks 
Always adding distribution 
points. Where are you? 























ab Use · 
Sexuality 
775-6598 
VICTORIA ZA VASNIK, Ph.D. 
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
Licensed Clinical Counselor 
Back Cove Counseling Center 
527 Ocean Avenue 
Portland, Maine 04103 
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Joanne H. Clarey Ed.D., L.C.P.C. 
871-0377 
Vivian f... Wadas M.A., L~C.P.C. 
774-2403 





























222 St. John St. • Portland 






















Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
Gtnenl l'raditt • Individual & Groups • F..ducation & Presentations 
Specialties include ... 
childhood abuse Issues • anger management • women's Issues 
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lr-el(e ;If, e()JI, ,11,s11., 1.e.s11. 
Licensed Clincia/ Social Worker 
Psychotherapy 
Insurance Reimbursable 
Evening Appts. Available 
Individuals, 
Group, Couples 
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Jude John McCall, M.Div. 
----~ Licensed Counselor 
Working through the pain, fear and shame to a loving 
self-acceptance. 
153 State Street 







































Norma Kraus Eule, MSW, LCSW 
Licensed Cllnlcal Social Worker 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Individual & Group 
10 Minot Avenue 
Auburn, Maine 0421 0 784-8747 
_frcbcrick D. Wolf. M. Div .• S.T.D. 
l'a.tor""I Co,.m1c1Jor 
tn State Strtct 

















































Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
Individual and Group Therapy 
for Addictions, Codependence 
and Family-of-Origin issues. 
Specializing in the healing of 
childhood wounds. 
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Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW 
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Cumberland Foreside 
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Colllingto 
Portland .•. 
Margie Adam: A 
lasting presence sings 
about our lives 
By: Ellen Toplin 
Portland welcomes lesbian/feminist, pop 
singer/songwriter Maigie Adam on Saturday, 
November 13, whenshe'llperformattheFirst 
Parish Church ( 425 Congress Street) at 8 P.M. 
(rickets are available through Wild Iris Pro-
ductions, Inc.: (207) 929-3866). Adam comes 
to us as part of her multi-city Fall Tour to 
showcase the release of ANOTHERPLACE, 
hernewrecording fromPleiadesRecords. Her 
continued from page 14 
.. Working the Parks 
1h:re was a gonmbea outb:eak going 
around the Oaks, so I came up with a flyer, and 
talked to guys abollt goncnbea. These guys went 
to the SID Clinic at City Hall \:Vi.th my tlytr in 
hand to get tested. That made me :h.g,y. 
"The PSE scene was all new fer me. I am 
fascinated bytheritua1sthathappen with cars and 
glances and all the innuendo. It's fascinating. 
Whenifirstbegan, Istartedalotofcooversations 
with guys by ~gthem what was going oo, and 
what it meant to parlc your car qi this direction or 
that directioo.. And then I'd move the cooversa-
tion toward condoms. 
'.'It wasreallyembauassing at first because 
I' mshy sexually, and this outreach.is v<:ry sexual. 
As time went on, I learned and became mere 
comfcrtable. Now I try to wear clothes that will 
make guys want to intemct with me. It's fun. 
"We use the term•~ who have sex with 
men' whichmaynotbeairoudtennlike 'gay' or 
'bisexual', but it covers everybody I meet. A lot 
ofthemidentifyashderosexual.ruthavesexwith 
performance will highlight songs fromhernew 
release, a few old favorites, and pieces from 
another new body of work, Adam's soon-to-
be-released piano instrumental recording. 
As poet Honor Moore says, a Margie 
• Adamperformanceis"uniquetheater." Adam 
effortlessly balances the passion, humor and 
politics of our lives and does it all in a rich alto 
voice accompanied by elegant and moving 
piano work. "I was drawn to her brains and 
charm," Moore writes, "dazzled by hertalentat 
the piano and her nerve as a performer. I loved 
the way she could spin a small perception into 
a hilarious monologue; the way the audience's 
laughter would quiet when she made a pungent 
political or moral point; the way our feelings 
would shift a moment later as she launched into 
a song or plunged us into the lush landscape of 
her instrumental music, .the place where, as a 
performer, she seemed most vulnerable." 
So what will we hear during the Portland 
performance? 
The work this tour presents her new 
men. So if I tell them I do outreach to gay 
andbisexualmen,theycan'.trelate. Soistayaway 
from labels. 
"There are all scxts of peq>le in these 
PSE's. 1h:re are guys with wives, closeted 
bisexuals and gay men, and qxnly gay men who 
go there because they like the anoo.ymity. And 
there are sex addicts. I like the 1xoad range. The 
part that's toughis the hustling. Y ousee guys who 
areiretty young, really young, and it' shard not to 
try to fix it I p-ovide informaticn, I relp people 
makechoices, butl'mnottheretofixthings. lonly 
iromote safer sex." 
Mark Griswold also coordinates TAP's 
AIDS Line, ancnymous testing irogram, and 
outreach irograms to bars. He is always looking 
for volunteers, especially those with working 
familiarity with PSE's. Call him at 774-f:R,77 or 
come hearhim speak to the Matlovi:h Society in 
mid-October. •• 
recording, gathers thirteen recently written 
songs that make what is most familiar in our 
lives visible in a new way. There are songs that 
deal with the different faces of love-Deep in 
the Night captures the rapturous beginning, 
Ranting and Raving the angry breakup (ren-
dered with humor), and Truth to Tell the sad, 
emptylongingwhenit'sfinallyover. 1hereare 
songs that deal, in a moving, personal way, 
with the broader context of our lives - in 
Women Who Dare, Adam sings "Count on me 
- I'm here for you," and celebrates the in-
tense, emotion.ally-supportive bonds that 
women create. In How Many, she sings "How 
many hearts will be broken ... How many lives 
will be taken," during the beautiful and simple 
chorus of a song about three friends living with 
AIDS. Inl.ong Haul, she sings "Withasteady 
voice they call us," speaking of those whose 
lives enfold thelong-termcommitmentneeded 
for incremental social change. And there are 
many loving and passionate new songs. 
Margie has always been thatrarity amcng 
pop acoustic performers: she does many things 
equally well She's an outstanding pianist 
(recently voted #1 Keyboard artist by readers 
of HOT WIRE, the premiere women's music 
publication in the country), composer, 
songwriter, singer, storyteller and social com-
mentator. She is also very funny on stage. 
But, perhaps most importantly to us, 
Margie..A:damhas, since the mid-'70s and early 
'80s, musically crystallized our lives and car-
ried their message into the wider world. She 
has shared-the stage with Gloria Steinem and 
Kate Millett, Lily Tomlin and Bonnie Raitt. 
Her song, We Shall Go Forth!, was placed in 
the Smithsonian's Division of Political His-
tory. Margie's performance ofhec song Best 
Friend (The Unicorn Song) on the main stage 
at this year's Gay andLesbiani~archon Wash-
ington, became the theme song footage of a 
major documentary film about the event 
Adam's music is also helping others 
carry the gay and lesbian rights message to a 
broader audience. Peter,Paul, &Mary, touring 
the country this year, sing Best Friend (The 
Unicorn Song) at every performance. The 
group explains that it was written by "lesbian/ 
feminist, Margie Adam," and that they sing it 
in support of the gay and lesbian effort to gain 
both civil and social acceptance. 
This summer, Margie Adam was quoted--. 
in a USA TODAY cover story on the new 
visibility of lesbians, their divcnity, and cul-
tural perspective. Said Adam, "It's the first 
time lesbians have been on the cover of a 
national magazine (Newsweek). When I came 
out in 1964, there was no political or cultural 
context for my life." And on the invisibility 
lesbians have long endured in this society: "No 
one knew who we were. As a result, there's no 
history of our accomplishments." 
Also this summer, Margie was inter-
viewed on "Star Talk," a syndicated radio talk 
showproduced by UnivetSal.Studiosandbroad-
cast to 60 stations around the country, and 
featured on "Real Personal," the CNBC-TV 
talk show, a program with 50 million viewers, 
nationwide. 
So, whatcan youexpectofMargieAdam 
in Portland this November? AsRonnieGilbert 
has said, "Margie calls out with fervor and wrl: 
to the compassion and spirit among women. 
1he sound of her voice, lovelier than ever, 
lingers in the ear long after the performance is 
ended." .. 
.. Do you have questions about AIDS or HIV? 
.. Want to know where to get tested? 
.. Does HIV scare you? 
.. Ever found yourself in a risky situation you 
didn't want to be in? 
.. Want to find out how to make your sex safer? 
CALL US at the AIDS Line on Saturdays between 
1 and 5 p.m. We're guys like you who share your 
concerns. We're anonymous and we care. 







•Lesbian support and discussion group 
forming in November in Central Maine area 
CalllreneCox,LC.S.W. at453-4403 for mere 
information. 
VOLUNl'EERS NEEDED 
.. A support group for gay and lesbian teens in 
Aubun, needs vohmteer adult male and female 
meeting fiK:ilitators who might aJso be available 
to chaperone dances, assist various day tri~ 
and help in fund-raising. Write to OUf- -
RIGIIT/Central Maine, P.O. Box 802, Aubmn, 
Maine 04212. 
PERSONALS 
.. Lesbian, 49, ~e and fim-loving. 
Looking fer a soul-mate. Like going to Clubs 
er just staying home for candlelight dinnel'. 
Am a pofessional looking fer someme to talk 
to and share my life. WJ:!te Advertiser #3496, 
c/o this paper. -
--Dad wants-son. Must be loving, honest, 
sincere, and hard-waking. Let's share good 
times together if you like older men. Dad is 
active, loving, divemfied, explcring. Late40's. 
Write Rm, P.O. Box 1169, Sanford, Maine 
,. 04073. 
r 
-Lesbian, 39. I'm 5'4", 130 lbs, green eyes, 
brown hair. Enjoy music, watching movies, the 
outdOOIS, nature, and keeping fit I'm feminine 
and a oopeless romantic. Sincere, honest, 
monogamous. Are you like me, se.arching f<r a 
faithful friend to share your life with? You may 
be that spcial lady! Will answer all responses. 
Phooe number and we'll talk Write to 
Advertiser#l725, c/o Community Pride 
Rq,crtel', 142 High St, #634, Proland, ME 
04101. Your mail will be forwarded to me. 
RAINBOW PHONE SUPPORT 
TIIEAIDSLINE: 800-851-AIDS er775-1267. 
HIV/AIDS related questions, call Mon.-
Sat9:00am-5:~m, Mon. &Wed evenings 'til 
7:30pm. Anooymous. 
.DIAL KIDS, 774-TALK: Fer lesbian, gay, bi 
&questiooing youth under 19. 
INGRAHAM VOLUNI'EERS: Call 774-
HELP (774-4357). 
TIIE AIDS PROJECT: 22 MooumentSq., 5th 
floor, Proland 04101. Call 774-6877 FMI re: 
support group meetings. Proland, Lewiston, 
Bnmswick. 
AIDS SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 
Bangor • ~3626 -~ Maine AIDS 
Networlc 
Belwt- 338-1427- WalderKnox AIDS Coali-
tion 
Brunswick • 725-4995 - Merrymeeting AIDS 
Suppa:tServices 
Bridgtoo. · 583-6608 - Commmrity Task Force 
ooAIDS 
Portland- 774-6ff77 -TheAIDS Project,AIDS 
Lodging House,PWA Coalition, Names Project 
Rumford · 823-4170 - Community AIDS 
Aw~Program 
LewNon - 786-4697 - An<h-oscoggin Valley 
AIDS Coalition 
Waterville - 62&3432 - Dayspring 
Ellsworth ~ 667-3506 - Down ~ AIDS Net-
worlc 
Oxfordllills- 743-7451-0xferdHillsCommu-
nity AIDS Netwock 
Parents & Friends dLesbians & Gays· 
P-FLAG CONTACTSIME..: 
Augusta/Hallowell- 623-2349 
*Bangoc/Brewer - 989-5180 
Bnmswick/Bath- see Waldoboro 
*Lewistoo/Aubun - 783-9789 
*Proland- 766-5158 
Waldob<ro - 832-5859 
* - Moothly meetings reld 
Lesbian & Gay Infonnation Line• Portland: 
871-0432, 24 hour community events update, 
free listings, announced live attendant times. 
Host a House 
Party to help 
EPL 
By: Winnie Weir 
The Portland Fund-raising Group, 
formed to help Equal Protection Lewiston, is 
encouraging people who want to help raise 
funds to have some fun while doing it 
Mostevt7Yone looks for a reason to have 
a party, and hel'e is the perfect opportunity. 
Host a House Party for several old and ne~ 
RAINBOW GROUP SUPPORT 
NortbemLambdaNord: 2ndSmdayCall498-
2088. UMPI, Pullen Hall, 3:pm (ME), 4:p.m 
(N-B). Everyooeinvited. 
OutForGood: 1lmsdays 7-9pm, 445 Main St, 
Biddeferd Lesbian suwcrtfd.iscussioo group. 
Free/$1 donatioo tohelpw/rent FMicallBobbi-
247-3461. · 
Rumford/MexiooAreaAIDSSupportGroup/ 
Pboneline: Mondays, 7-8:3~mat Mexico Con-
gregatiooal Clturch, Main St Call 364-8(,()3. 
Androsmggm Valley Aim Coalitim: Tlmrs-
days, 7pm, 70 Court St, 2nd floor, Auhun. 
Suppcn for peq>le with lilV & their families. 
FMI, call 78&4697. 
Integrity/Dignity: First & third Sundays at St 
Luke's Cathedral (Emmanuel Cltapel), 5: 15 pm. 
All are welcome. Fellowship follow each service 
with a vegetarian pot luck oo 3rd. Sun. We 
ministec to the lesbian/gay community. 
FM1, writePOB 8113,Portland04104. 
ACT UP/Portland: Smdays, 7pm YWCA, 87 
Spring St and Mondays 6-8pm at 142 High St, 
#222. Joinusinthefigltferuniversalrigtts! Call 
828-0566. 
OUTRIGIIT/Cmtral Maine: W eelcly, confi-
dential meetings for gay, lesbian, & questiooing 
youth22yearsoldandunder.Call"FirstCalf'and 
~aboutOUIRIGIIT services at 795-6677 er 1-
800-339-4042. 
OUTRIGIIT/Portland: Meets evt7Y Friday , 
7:3~9:30pmatWilliston WestOum:h Safeand 
supportive discussions with anf for gay, 
lesbian,bisexual & questiooing yomg people. 
FMI: call 774-TALK, or 774-HEI.P. Write to 
P.O.Box 5370 Station A, Portland, ME. 04101 
Central Maine Gay Men's Support Group: 
T~ys, 7-8:30 p.m. Call 622-1888 or 622-
4254 fer ID<£ infocmatioo. 
Q-Squad Support Group fer lesbian, gays, 
bisexuals, & transgendere.ds. Serving Franklin 
County, based at UM Farmington. FMI, call and 
leave me&age, 778-7380. 
Tnm&Support Group meeting regularly, prer 
friends. It's simple, not a lot of work, inexpen-
sive, and fun. In addition, it is one more way to 
help end discrimination. Be creative with your 
party. It can be a tea party, brunch, dinner 
party, cocktail party, or a dessert extravaganza 
EPL will send some of its workers to talk with 
your guests about the referendum in Lewiston. 
'They will answer questions and pass the hat for 
contributions to this important campaign. 
EPL has an instructional kit, which they 
would be happy to send you. It contains some 
"how to'·s" in case you've never done this 
before, Also provided, if you need them, are 
invitations. So, what are we waiting for. Let's 
party! For more information, call Olarlie or 
John at 871-9109. •• 
viding groupsuppm, educatioo,andsocialiK:tivi-
ties fer cross <h-essers and transsexuals, their 
families, friends, and ahers interested in gendtT 
dysfllcria issues. FMI write TransSupport, P.O. 
Box 17622, Portland, Maine 04101. 
Maine BR:xual People's Network: P. 0. Box 
10818, Proland, ME. 04104. Our pnpose is to 
affirm in ourselves and ahers the positive nature 
of bisexuality and to worlc toward greater accqr 
tance in the bisexual, gay, lesbian, and straight 
communities. Support and refenals available. 
lHV & RELATED 
SUPPORT MEEfJNGS 
Portland at JHE AIDS PROTECT; 
Mondays:IIlVnegativepartnersofpeq,leliving 
with mv, 6:3~ 7:3~m 
Tuesdays: ~le Living with lilV disease and 
allfriends,families,lovers,andcaregivers, 10:3~ 
12:00 noon. 
1.ndand4th Tuesdays:Living Well, focusing oo 
quality of life and empowerment 
Thursdays: Women living with HIV, 1:15-
2:45pm ' · 
Men living withHIV, 5:3~ 7:00pm 
_All the above support groups meet at 22 Monu-
ment Square, 5th floor. Call Sandy Titus at 
774-6877 or 1~-851-2437 if you would like 
further information. 
I,,ewmm; 
1.ndand4th Tuesdays: Women' sSupportGroup. 
Call Diana Ca-rigan at The AIDS Project office-
783-4301. 
Auburn; 
Thursdays: Peq,leLiving with HIV, 7:~mat 
American Red Goss, 70 Court Street, Aurum. 
Call Claire Gelinas at A VAC - 786-4697. 
Brunswick; 
Family and friends who have a loved one with 
AIDS or IIlV, 5:00 - 6:20pm, Merrymreting 
AIDS Suppcrt Services. 8 Lincoln Street For 
informatioo on meeting day, call Brian Allen -
725-4955. 
Gardiner; 
1st and 3rd W$esdays: 1:3~3:~m,People 
Living wit IIlV. Physicians Building behind 




for Family and Friends Who Care (about ~le 
with lilV disease), Southern Maine Medi.cal 
Center, Cafetaia #3, 2nd flocr. Call Roger 
LaCllance- 284-4102. 
Send your Support Group 
Listings to: 
Community Pride Reporter 
142 High Street, Suite #634 
Portland, Maine 04101 
They will be included at 
no charge as a public service 
